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Summary for decision makers

Background and problem definition

Renewable energies (RE) have increasing implications on the electricity market

due to their expansion which has been achieved so far in Germany and its

neighbouring countries. This can result in negative market prices at the power

exchange if the market rules allow this as is the case in Germany. This is mainly

due to technical restrictions and the resulting opportunity costs of conventional

power plants but also due to regulatory framework conditions for supporting RE.

When the demand for electricity is low and there is a great supply of produced

electricity it can make sense for power plant operators to accept negative elec-

tricity prices for a limited period of time if that saves start-up costs and they can

subsequently make use of positive revenue contributions. The same applies if

they are prepared to pay negative electricity prices so they can offer their ca-

pacity on other market places, such as the balancing power market or as com-

bined heat and power plants on the heating market. They can thereby generate

a contribution margin which overcompensates the acceptance of negative elec-

tricity prices. This behaviour, for example by power plant operators, then results

in macroeconomic lowest costs and is therefore economically efficient. The real-

isation of this relationship was a major argument for allowing negative electricity

prices at the German power exchange in 2008.

In addition to these technical and market conditions negative prices can also be

caused by the framework conditions for renewable energies if power plant op-

erators are prepared to pay negative prices in order to maintain their claim for

support. This means that operators accept negative electricity prices up to the

amount of their claim for support, i.e. the amount of the market premium. If the

assumption is made that wind and PV plants hardly generate any short-term

variable costs the sum of the total proceeds from the market premium and the

revenues from the electricity market would be negative if the electricity prices

fell below the negative value of the market premium. This behaviour can also be

economically efficient if the prescribed RE expansion targets are taken into

consideration, as the following paragraph “value of the green characteristic“ will

explain in more detail.

Given this background the occurrence of negative prices on the electricity mar-

ket is first of all the result of rational decisions taken by the stake holders and

allows an efficient market situation. Nevertheless, the EU Commission demands

within its environment and energy aid guidelines that a support regime should

not give any incentives for the production of electricity from RE in the case of
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negative prices on the electricity market. This was implemented within the EEG

Amendment 2014 by § 24 EEG. This law specifies that for wind turbines with an

output of at least 3 MW and other plants with an output of at least 500 kW,

which will be in operation as of 1 January 2016, the value to be applied is a re-

duction to zero if “the value of the single-hour contracts for the price zone Ger-

many/Austria on the spot market of the electricity exchange EPEX Spot SE in

Paris is negative for at least six consecutive hours”. A reduction of the value to

zero in the above-mentioned situations means that for these hours no market

premium is paid out. Whether the value of the hourly contracts on the day-

ahead or on the intraday-market is taken as a reference for §24 Para. 1 EEG

2014 is not fully apparent from the wording. In this paper we assume that the

formulation in the currently valid edition of EEG refers to the day-ahead market.

The cases of a reference to day-ahead and intraday market or exclusively to the

intraday market are also discussed here.

Given this background the question must be asked what are the consequences

of negative electricity prices and the regulation of § 24 EEG for the efficiency of

the electricity system and for the expansion of RE especially. The key question

is to what extent can revenue risks and additional risk surcharges be caused

and which policy options can achieve that RE is expanded efficiently and the

energy system further developed efficiently to react to negative prices.

Important preliminary consideration: Does the green characteristic have a

value?

The value of a “green kWh“ plays an important role when assessing whether

negative prices on the electricity market are a sign of inefficient market activity.

In addition a distinction has to be made between static and dynamic efficiency

when assessing market efficiency:

• From a static perspective the occurrence of negative prices is in principle

not inefficient because – as mentioned above - technical restrictions of

conventional power plants and marketing opportunities on other markets

can explain negative prices and they do not have to be a sign for market

distortions.

In practice, however, negative market prices always occur together with

a high share of RE production. In this respect the regulatory framework

conditions are essentially a driver for the occurrence of negative prices. If

the negative impacts of a curtailment of the RE-expansion targets are ig-

nored, reducing the feed-in from RE systems would be efficient if consid-

ered from a then very narrow static point of view. Due to the regulatory
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boundary conditions, particularly due to the RE support regime, this oc-

curs only partially or not at all. In this case the RE-support has a market-

distorting effect and leads to inefficiencies – however, only if considered

from a static perspective which has been interpreted very narrowly.

This assessment, however, implies that a ”green kWh“ – i.e. the electrici-

ty produced in RE systems – is not given an added value compared to

”grey kWh“. However, if the ”green kWh“ has a value, then the amount of

a negative market price is macroeconomically efficient up to the amount

of this added value of the “green kWh” if considered from a static per-

spective.

• In comparison to a “grey kWh“, a “green kWh“ does in fact have an add-

ed value as only this “green kWh“ contributes to achieving the set RE

expansion targets, i.e. a certain amount of renewable energy generating

capacity as a share of the electricity demand. The value of this “green

kWh“ exists only when the principles of the RE targets are not called into

question. While from a (possibly very narrow) static perspective the value

of a “green kWh“ is not easily determined, from a dynamic perspective

and against the background of the set RE expansion targets, the “green

kWh“ can be given a value. If this value was not expressed in negative

market prices by an RE feed-in this would be particularly market-

distorting and from a dynamic perspective would result in an inefficient

system. Investment incentives, for example the flexibilisation of supply

and demand, which is necessary to efficiently attain the RE target, would

be distorted. In addition, the increased support costs to achieve the RE

target, which are necessary for additional RE plants, are not reflected in

the market prices.

The following conclusion can therefore be drawn: the negative prices in Germa-

ny are also a consequence of the regulatory framework conditions of the RE

support regime. They are not, however, necessarily proof of an inefficient mar-

ket situation. In the context of the RE expansion targets, the opposite applies as

only in this way the “green kWh“ is evident on the market. This obviously ap-

plies to negative prices which arise in the context of current regulations of the

market premium when it can be assumed that the amount of the market premi-

um corresponds approximately to the value of the green kWh. The existing in-

strument of the market premium results is a reaction of RE to negative prices. In

surplus situations marketers / plant operators reduce their feed-in if the negative

market revenues compensate the granted support, i.e. when negative market

prices are attained which exceed the value of the green kWh.
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Background: Past occurrences of negative electricity prices in Germany

and other European countries

Since 2008 more than 10 hours with negative prices have occurred at the day-

ahead market at EPEX-Spot, the electricity exchange for the German market

area, every year. After the number of hours rose to 71 in 2009 it fell again due

to the market coupling with Germany’s neighbouring countries. Only after RE

was expanded further it rose between 2011 and 2014 almost to the level of

2009. The annual minima of the market prices have stabilised at a value which

corresponds to the negative market premium of the wind parks with the lowest

support (initial remuneration) after they had reached a value of -222€/MWh in

2012 (see table 1). Intervals with negative electricity prices which lasted for a

minimum of 6 hours have mainly occurred since 2012 (see figure 0-1). Between

2012 and 2014 a total of 10 intervals with negative electricity prices which last-

ed for at least 6 hours occurred.

Table 1: Number of hours with negative electricity prices and annual minima of electricity

wholesale prices on the day-ahead market at EPEX Spot from 2008 to 2014

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Number of hours 15 71 12 15 56 64 64

Annual minima [€/MWh] -101.52 -500.02 -20.45 -36.82 -221.99 -100.03 -65.03

Source: EPEX-Spot

Source: own research based on EPEX-Spot

Figure 0-1: Duration negative wholesale electricity prices on the

day-ahead market of EPEX Spot
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In other markets like Denmark (DKW and/or DKE), France (FR) or Switzerland

(CH) negative electricity market prices have also already occurred. In Spain,

Portugal and Italy a bottom price of 0 €/MWh applies so that here so far no

negative market prices have occurred, but instead long periods with a price of

0 €/MWh. A comparison shows that Spain (ES) and Portugal (PT) most fre-

quently have electricity prices amounting to the lower price limit (see figure 0-2).

Germany’s western neighbouring countries usually had less frequent negative

market prices in comparison to Germany although the market area Denmark-

West (DKW) had the highest number.

Source: own research, BE: Belgien, CH: Switzerland, DE/AT: Germany/Austria, DKW bzw. DKE: Denmark

West/East, FR: France, NL: Netherlands, ES: Spain, PT: Portugal, IT: Italy

Figure 0-2: Number of hours with negative day-ahead-Prices – where permitted

(and/or prices of exactly 0€/MWh with effective price cap)
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Forecast: Future development of negative electricity prices

The frequency of negative prices in the electricity wholesale market has played

a minor role in the past. In comparison the regulation of § 24 EEG therefore

would have had a marginal effect on the earnings of operators of RE installa-

tions. However, due to further expansion of RE a rise in § 24 situations is to be

expected in the future. This was investigated for this discussion paper with the

aid of a residual load analysis for different weather years (WY). The results

show that a rise in the hours with negative prices to approx. 230 hours per year

can be assumed when the inflexibility base can be lowered from the status quo

to approx. 18 to 8 GW by developing flexibility on both the production and the

demand side until 2025. The term “must-run capacity “ (or alternatively “flexibil-

ity base”) refers to the volume of production which does not react to negative

market prices by withdrawing its production (this refers to moderately negative

prices up to the amount of the negative value of the market premium of RE in-

stallations.

The amount of energy which can be fed in from renewable energies in the hours

with negative prices can be determined from the results of the residual load

analysis. The amounts which have to be curtailed in order to avoid negative

electricity prices can be determined in a second step. This amount was then

limited to the §24 EEG relevant hours (i.e. more than 6 consecutive hours). The

result shows that the curtailed amount due to §24 EEG could amount to approx-

imately 5 TWh/a in 2035. This is the equivalent of 3 percent of the total electrici-

ty generated in installations affected by §24 EEG. In the case of a perfect fore-

cast and an assumed coordinated marketing of the RE plant collective, the cur-

tailment of the annual electricity quantity produced in all new RE plants can be

reduced to 1%.
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Consequences of the current regulation: impacts of § 24 EEG

If marketers expect a §24 EEG situation they probably adjust their bids in order

to counteract a loss of revenue. It is most probable that they do not submit their

bids at a negative market premium when they expect a §24 situation but submit

it at 0 €/MWh on the day-ahead market and then offer the amount they have not

marketed on the day-ahead market on the intraday market at a price up to the

negative market premium. In addition it is questionable whether the amounts

which the marketers try to sell on the intraday market meet with a correspond-

ing demand. The consumers would in principle also have an incentive to then

procure at least part of their demand at expected lower prices on the intraday

market. However, consumers too are obliged to carry out balancing groups, on

principle to completely wind up open positions, which result from the load fore-

cast for the next day, by the finish of the day-ahead market.

Alternatively §24 EEG could also be an incentive for marketers to behave in a

questionable way from an anti-trust and competition law point of view if they try

to coordinate a strategy which leads to systematically avoiding §24 situations

for example by only avoiding a negative market price in the sixth hour. Possibly

the activities of just one marketer are enough if he has a correspondingly large

market share of the hours in question.

Both feasible strategies are questionable with a view to the efficiency of the

pricing signal at the electricity exchange and could ultimately jeopardize the op-

eratibility of the market as a whole. In addition, a reduced amount of energy

sold and a reduced market premium result in losses of revenue for plant opera-

tors and marketers.

It is also particularly relevant that there is a considerable risk regarding the

scale of these losses of revenue. On the one hand there is the risk of an incor-

rect forecast of the occurrence of §24 situations (“management risks“). This can

lead to a marketer adapting his bidding strategy, although this may not have

been necessary or vice versa. On the other hand the residual load analyses

show that there is considerable uncertainty regarding the exact extent of the

future occurrence of §24 situations. This means an additional revenue risk for

plant operators affected by §24 EEG (“revenue risks“ in a narrower sense).

In principle all plants which come into operation as of 1 January 2016 are af-

fected by §24 EEG. However, it is to be expected for future EEG tenders that

forecast losses of revenue through § 24 EEG are taken into consideration when

submitting the tender and are therefore priced into the actual amount of support.

The call for tenders cannot resolve the uncertainty about the amount of revenue
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losses so that additional risk premiums also have to be expected for tenders. In

contrast to levels of remunerations which have been fixed by the government

administration, the losses of revenue and related risks following §24 EEG within

the framework of tenders do not lead to lower expansion of renewables as the

expansion volume of renewable energies is fixed in the calls for tender. Howev-

er, the negative impacts of § 24 EEG, in particular for efficiently meeting the

expansion targets at the lowest cost for consumers, will continue to be com-

pletely effective even after the introduction of calls for tender.

Due to the great number of current project plans for wind onshore plants, it is,

however, at the moment not to be expected that the expansion corridor for wind

energy and thus the short-term expansion targets will not be met.
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Policy options: What are the possibilities for limiting the negative impacts

of § 24 EEG?

The policy options investigated in this paper are principally intended to address

the negative impacts of the current provisions of § 24 EEG which have been

addressed in the previous sections. These negative impacts can be divided into

four key areas:

1. Inefficient adjustment of the bidding and feed-in behaviour of renewable

energy facilities (curtailment);

2. Revenue loss and additional revenue risks for renewable energy plant

operators / investors which lead to increased costs for support without

improving the system’s overall efficiency at the same time

3. Additional management risks which reduce the markets‘ efficiency due to

uncertainty regarding the occurrence of §24 situations;

4. Distortion of the market price signal;

The policy options may address several problem areas. The following relevant

options were considered in detail:

- abolition of § 24 EEG without substitution;

- compensation solutions which compensate marketers / plant operators

for revenues lost due to §24 EEG (as direct compensation payments

and/or as a quantative quota;

- introduction of special (so-called conditional) bids at the EPEX-Spot

which are tailored specifically to §24 EEG (possibly in combination with

compensation payments)

- Day-ahead and intraday market as a reference market when a §24 situa-

tion occurs

- Intraday market as a sole reference market for § 24 EEG
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Recommendation: Abolition of § 24 EEG as the best solution

The analyses in this paper show that alleged increases in efficiency are not

achieved through the current regulation but would particularly raise the costs of

meeting the RE expansion targets. From an economic and energy-industry per-

spective it is therefore recommended that § 24 EEG is abolished without substi-

tution. In this way the green characteristic of the generated electricity is taken

into account. Considered from a dynamic point of view, which also considers

the energy-political objectives of the expansion of RE, negative prices are an

incentive for both additional flexibility and shutting down additional conventional

generation in times of high renewable feed-in. The rules under § 24 EEG there-

fore lead to inefficiencies. Suspending remuneration under § 24 EEG creates

additional risks particularly for operators of RE facilities to which they cannot

react productively. These would also increase the costs for the legally deter-

mined expansion of RE unnecessarily. Given this background it appears highly

appropriate to further develop the state aid guidelines or interpret them differ-

ently. Abolishing §24 EEG without substitution is the only policy option which

avoids all negative consequences of the current regulations mentioned above.

Second best solution: Losses of revenue should be compensated and

special conditional bids should be introduced

If the recommended solution cannot be implemented, other policy options can

be considered. The analysis of other policy options has shown that none per-

forms best in all criteria and is thus superior to the others. Thus it is therefore

necessary to weight the policy options in order to put them into a sequence. The

key issue for the authors is to achieve the objectives of the Energiewende, to

attain an efficient integrated system and hence to avoid unproductive risks of

further developing RE. This also includes avoiding market distortions and

weakening efficient price signals.

Reducing revenue risks and inefficient management risks are key issues. Both

risks, however, depend on the further development of the energy system. In

order to avoid risk premiums which result from the frequency of negative prices,

it is sensible to compensate losses of revenue. At the same time, in order avoid

the described management risks and related efficiency risks, it is recommended

to introduce particular, conditional bids at EPEX Spot which are tailored to §24

EEG. This would not increase costs of the RE expansion by additional risk pre-

miums which would remain relevant in case of calls for tender. EPEX-Spot is

already investigating the introduction of conditional bids and has not come to a
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result so far. Furthermore, it is recommended tying compensation payments to

conditional bids. This would give marketers a clear incentive to make use of

conditional bids, to avoid incentives for collusive or questionable competi-

tive/antitrust behaviour and putting the efficiency of the market price signal at

risk would be minimised. At the same time proof concerning the claim to com-

pensation payment would be simplified.

So that compensation can effectively reduce risk premiums, timely compensa-

tion payments are advantageous for liquidity reasons. Explicitly financial com-

pensation analogous to feed-in management is to be preferred to an additional

quantative quota at the end of the support period. This proposal is cost-neutral

for the support costs as it can be assumed that the compensation payments will

avoid risk premiums to finance the project (see also Chapter 4.1).

Other solutions: Coupling of day-ahead and intraday market reduces rev-

enue risks when compensation payments cannot be implemented

If compensation cannot be implemented in the short term or if conditional bid-

ding cannot be introduced, a short-term interim policy option is the considera-

tion of coupling the day-ahead market with the intraday market as a reference

market. This would reduce the occurrence of a § 24 situation or in the next few

years at best avoided entirely, which would drastically reduce possible losses of

revenue. Coupling the markets makes operational implementation (particularly

with a view to marketers’ bidding strategy and therefore also the management

risk) more complex. At the same time the price signal between Day-ahead mar-

ket und Intraday market is distorted in the medium term just as under the pre-

sent regulation if, despite the coupling, situations of § 24 EEG occur frequently.

This market coupling is therefore only to be recommended as long as it is highly

probable that in the case of coupling no or very few §24 EEG situations occur.

In the medium term an exclusive coupling to the Intraday Market is feasible in

order to avoid market distortions or damaging the efficiency of the market price

signal. It is, however, recommendable that the calculation of the market premi-

um also refers to the Intraday market. In addition, particularly the marketers’

bidding strategies should be directed more towards the Intraday market.
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1 Background and Problem Definition

Due to the expansion of RE which has been achieved in Germany and its

neighbouring countries, a comparably wide offer of RE can be found on the

electricity markets. This can lead to negative market prices on the power ex-

changes if the market rules, as is possible in Germany, allow negative electricity

prices. This can be mainly caused by technical restrictions of conventional pow-

er plants but also by a regulatory framework for supporting RE.

If the demand for electricity is low and there is an over supply of electricity it can

be advantageous for power plant operators to accept negative electricity prices

for a limited period of time if that can save them start-up costs and if subse-

quent situations can benefit from positive revenue. The same applies if they are

prepared to pay negative electricity prices so they can offer their capacity at

other exchanges such as the balancing power market or as nuclear power

plants in the heating market. These additional contractual obligations enable

them to generate a profit contribution which compensates the costs of the nega-

tive electricity prices. This behaviour e.g. of the power plant operators then

leads to the macro-economically lowest costs and is therefore economically ef-

ficient. Recognising this correlation was a major argument for allowing negative

market prices on the German power exchange in 2008.

However, in addition to these technological and market conditions negative

prices can also result from the framework conditions for renewable energies if

plant operators are prepared to pay negative electricity prices to maintain their

entitlement for support.

In contrast, the EU Commission demands as part of their state aid guidelines for

environmental protection and energy that a support regime does not give incen-

tives to generate electricity from RE in the case of negative prices on the elec-

tricity market. This was implemented by § 24 EEG in the EEG amendment

2014. This regulates for wind energy plants with a capacity from 3 MW onwards

and for other plants with a capacity from 500 kW onwards and which are in op-

eration as of 1 January 2016 that the value to be applied is reduced to zero if

“the value of the hourly contracts for the price zone German/Austria on the spot

market of the electricity stock exchange EPEX Spot SE in Paris is negative for

six consecutive hours“.

With this in mind the question arises what the consequences are for the expan-

sion of RE due to negative electricity prices and the regulation of §24EEG. The

focus is the extent of revenue risks and additional risk premiums which may

arise and what the policy options are which can realise the efficient expansion
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and further development of the energy system in order to react to negative pric-

es.

This study is based on the issues mentioned above which discuss the occur-

rence of negative prices in Germany and other European countries (Chapter 2)

so far. This is followed by an estimation of future developments (Chapter 3).

Based on the estimation of future developments, the impacts of negative elec-

tricity prices and the rule of §24 EEG on the electricity market and the individual

actors who are affected (Chapter 4) and policy options for dealing with §24 EEG

are derived (Chapter 5). Finally different policy recommendations are discussed

in relation to different criteria followed by a recommendation for implementation

(Chapter 6).

2 Negative prices on the wholesale electricity market

2.1 Reasons behind negative prices

The phenomena of negative prices can be observed at power exchanges – as

far as the respective stock exchange rules allow this. This means that suppliers

of electric energy are prepared to pay money in individual hours (or quarter

hours) for the consumption of electric energy. From an economic point of view

negative prices do not seem initially intuitive and suggests economically irra-

tional behaviour by the market players, as economic goods principally have a

value / price larger (larger equal to) zero.

In fact, while assuming that market players behave rationally, the peculiarities of

electricity markets explain negative prices. Primarily technological restrictions

essentially of conventional, thermal power plants) and suppliers‘ opportunity

costs due to interdependencies with other markets / sales opportunities as well

as regulatory conditions play a role1:

• In relation to the timing of the products (hour and quarter hour products)

traded on the electricity spot market have restricted flexibility due to

technological restrictions, i.e. they cannot change their generation be-

tween production periods at will.

1
The following list is a summary of the main drivers and interrelations for the occurrence of

negative prices. It does not claim to be complete.
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The reason is that the rate of power changes is technologically limited

and power plants have a minimum performance below which no stable

operation of the power plant is possible. Instead the power plant would

have to be shut down. In addition, most thermal power plants have signif-

icant start up costs. These are non-recurring costs which are incurred for

every start up of the power station and which are largely independent of

the operating time following the start up.

These technical peculiarities of power stations are time coupling re-

strictions. The result could be that a power plant operator is prepared to

pay for a single hour or a few consecutive hours for the purchase of the

electricity he has generated. This is always the case if this enables the

power plant operator to pay a higher contribution margin as if he was

waived electricity production during the hours of negative market prices.

Due to this time coupling character of the above-mentioned technical re-

strictions waiving electricity production during an hour with negative pric-

es would possibly accompany waiving production in adjoining hours –

and therefore possibly foregoing positive contribution margins in these

hours. “Continuous operation” of a power plant during the hours of nega-

tive prices could avoid costs for a later start-up. Both effects have the

impact of opportunity costs for the power plant operator in case of a

waiver of production in times of negative market prices2.

• Plant operators3 could also be prepared to offer their production in spite

of negative market prices and accordingly put up with negative contribu-

tion margins if this is required in order to manageother contractual ob-

ligations than planned electricity production (so-called “scheduled ener-

gy“). For example this is the case if a plant operator has marketed his

production unit as a balancing reserve power plant. It is obvious that the

supplier must feed negative control reserves “as planned“ and sell this

feed-in on the electricity market so he can shut down his unit in case a

balancing reserve requirement is needed. A plant operator will then de-

cide whether the revenues from providing balancing power outweigh the

possibly negative contribution margins from electricity generation. Anoth-

2
It needs to be pointed out that, the fact that a market price becomes negative, is in principle

negligble for a plant operator. When making economic decisions the question whether and to

what extent the market price goes below its short term variable production costs is crucial for

the plant operator.

3
Besides conventional power plants this also comprises all other types of electricity generation

such as RE plants.
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er example are operators of nuclear power stations who may be produc-

ing electricity and have to market it as scheduled energy when at the

same time they want to supply heating from their plants. Here again a

plant operator will weigh up whether the revenues from marketing heat-

ing outweigh the negative contribution margins on the electricity market.

The lost revenues from the additional marketing possibilities have a simi-

lar effect as the opportunity costs in the case of the technological re-

strictions discussed above.

In addition there are plant operators who due to regulatory framework

conditions – particularly for funded/supported production – have an in-

centive to feed in when market prices are negative. This applies particu-

larly to operators of RE plants who market their plant directly and there-

fore receive a market premium for each produced kWh in addition to rev-

enues from direct marketing. In this case they are prepared to accept

negative market income as long as this does not exceed the income from

the market premium. If negligible short term production costs are as-

sumed – as is the case for wind parks and PV installations – then nega-

tive market income always arises when market prices are negative.

Therefore for operators of these plants feed-in at negative prices are

economically rational as long as the sum of the negative prices does not

exceed the market premium which is paid out to them. In addition, mar-

keting EEG electricity at fixed prices by Transmission System Operators

under AusglMechAV can result in negative prices. Under the relevant

regulation the Transmission System Operators either submits unlimited

bids or in special cases bids between minus 350 EUR/MWh and minus

150 EUR/MW.

From a microeconomic perspective the decision to feed-in at negative prices is

the result of an economic assessment and therefore from the point of view of

the individual actor economically rational.

Answering the question whether offering electric energy at negative prices is

also economic from a macroeconomic point of view is more complex.

First of all it has to be said that allowing negative market prices (due to appro-

priate market rules) is important to achieve an efficient market balance. As al-

ready mentioned, technical restrictions of conventional power plants can explain

negative prices. In principle and in the long term the operation of power plants
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with these restrictions is the result of an economic decision of the operators.

The avoidance of negative prices through respective price limits for example at

the electricity exchange would lead to market distortions and weaken the mar-

ket price signal. This would for example reduce incentives to make production

more flexible or lower the demand.

The question remains whether the actual occurrence of negative market prices

is a sign of inefficiencies. Here a distinction between static and dynamic effi-

ciency has to be made (for a detailed discussion see paragraph 4.1). At least in

a dynamic context, which takes the expansion targets for renewable energies

into account, negative prices are not inefficient.

2.2 Negative prices at EPEX-Spot

Since the introduction of EPEX Spot in September 2008 negative prices at the

Day-ahead electricity wholesale market (EPEX Spot) are not subject to an obvi-

ous trend. Rather, numerous factors influence its development. One of the most

powerful drivers is the rapid growth in fluctuating electricity generation from RE

installations. However, this is in contrast with regulatory measures (e.g. the

market premium model) which apply. In addition, due to the meteorological de-

pendency of RE generation and the fluctuating demand in energy there are

strong stochastic influences (e.g. high winds at Christmas, cloudless skies at

Whitsun) which can lead to a difference in how frequently negative prices occur

depending on the weather year.

In figure 2.1 the development of the frequency of negative prices is compared to

the additional generation capacity for wind and photovoltaic in frequency4. This

figure shows a sharp increase in the frequency and level (annual minimum of

market prices in Table 2) of negative prices in the year after their introduction

whereas in the following years 2010 and 2011 the frequency and levels of nega-

tive prices decreased due to strong market adjustment effects (particularly by

adjusting trade activities and the more flexible operation of conventional power

stations). This impact was increased by the impact of coupling the market with

the Scandinavian markets and Central Western Europe (Belgium, France, Lux-

4
In order to classify the significance of the difference in frequency of negative prices it must be

remembered that for example the leap from 15 hours per year in 2011 to 55 hours in 2012 on-

ly made a difference of approx. 0.4% points with respect to the entire year.
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emburg, Austria, the Netherlands) as well as the partial recovery of the electrici-

ty consumption after the financial crisis.

Source: own research based on EPEX-Spot

Figure 2-1: Frequency of negative prices in the market area Germany/Austria on the Day-

Ahead-Market of EPEX Spot – annual overview

Table 2: Annual minima of electricity wholesale prices in the market area Germa-

ny/Austria at the Day-Ahead-Market of EPEX Spot

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Annual minima

in €/MWh
-101.52 -500.02 -20.45 -36.82 -221.99 -100.03 -65.03

Source: EPEX-Spot

The continuous RE expansion and the stochastic concurrence of low load and

high production are an explanation for the frequency of the occurrence of nega-

tive prices after 2011. Consequently in 2012 there were more than 30 hours of

hours with negative prices at Christmas and the New Year and at the same time

high volumes of wind energy were produced. In 2012 the PV feed-in was insig-

nificant for the occurrence of negative prices. In 2013 20 of the negative hours

occurred between 10.00 and 16.00 hours in summer and/or the transition period
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and were caused by high volumes of simultaneous PV and feed-in. In addition,

the structures and processes of direct marketing had not been established in

2012. The impact of the optimisation of these processes after 2012 can be seen

from the development of the negative price levels (annual minima) in table 2

and the stabilisation of traded market volume when prices were negative in fig-

ure 2-2. The market volume is calculated as the sum of the traded energy vol-

ume in the respective hours multiplied by the clearing price applicable at the

respective hour:

Market volume = | (∑ -negative prices · trade volume)). 

Due to the negative price a flow of payments from the sellers of energy to the

purchasers sets in which can increase with the amount of traded energy and/or

lower prices. Since 2010 the traded energy has increased from 0.3 TWh to 2.6

TWh in 2014. From 2010 to 2012 the average price of electricity has continued

to decrease in periods of negative prices. Overall the market volume has risen

from roughly 2 million € to over 100 million €. Since 2012 the market volume

has significantly fallen under 50 million€ although the amount of energy traded

has continued to increase. This is mainly due to higher average electricity prices

in the period of negative prices.

Source: own research based on EPEX-Spot

Figure 2-2: Energy and market volume of traded energy amounts at negative prices in the

market area Germany /Austria (Day-Ahead, EPEX Spot)
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The monthly overview of the occurrence of negative prices in Figure 2-3 shows

that negative prices occurred particularly on Sundays and public holidays in De-

cember. Significantly weaker months than December but still stronger than the

rest of the year are January, March, May and June. The daily development of

negative prices in Figure 2-4 shows those hours with negative prices occurred

mainly during the night or in the early hours of the morning. A small peak in the

middle of the day has only occurred since 2013. This shows once again that in

the past hours with negative prices were primarily driven by wind but also that

the PV influence is increasing. A distribution over the weekdays is depicted in

Figure 2-5 which also shows that at times of a low load, as often on a Sunday or

Monday night, negative prices accumulated.

Source: own research

Figure 2-3: Frequency of times when negative prices occur on the Day-Ahead-Market of

EPEX Spot – monthly overview
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Source: own research

Figure 2-4: Frequency of times when negative prices occur on the Day-Ahead-Market of

EPEX Spot – daily overview

Source: own research

Figure 2-5: Frequency of times when negative prices occur on the Day-Ahead-Market of

EPEX Spot – weekly overview

Since the introduction of the market premium in Germany in January 2012 neg-

ative market prices have resulted in the fact that actors have also become in-

creasingly active in short-term trading in power (Interday market). Different situ-

ations with high negative prices have had the effect that direct marketers ad-

justed their trading strategies and increasingly implemented the controllability of

wind turbines. Direct marketers initiated this development even before the intro-

duction of the remote control capability bonus, which led to the fact that now the
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majority of (existing) wind turbines can be controlled remotely. From a system

technological perspective direct marketing resulted in regulating down RE pro-

duction in times of increased RE feed-in and/or low residual load. At the same

time greater incentives are created for other producers who feed in times of low

electricity prices to also adjust their supply. Accordingly conventional producers

have also adjusted their trading strategies as they have identified additional or

short-term breaking capacities so they can react better to situations when the

market price falls below the production costs of their own power plant. This

trend can be seen for example in the level of supply by conventional producers

in times of negative prices which have by now reached a significantly lower lev-

el than for example in 2012.

Source: own research based on EPEX-Spot

Figure 2-6: Prices on the Day-Ahead-Market and Intraday Market (weighted trading vol-

ume average price) 2014

The correlation of both markets is important for a discussion of a possible cou-

pling of § 24 EEG to the Day-Ahead- or Interday market (see Chapter 6.4.1). To

this end the actual wholesale electricity prices (average price weighted by trad-

ing volume) on the Day-Ahead- and Interday market are compared in Figure 2-6

for the year 2014. A comparison between these two markets for the past few

years (2008-2014) shows that there is a strong positive correlation with an av-

erage correlation coefficient of 0.87. If one looks exclusively at negative prices
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on the day-aheadmarket and the corresponding intraday prices5 the correlation

is weaker but one can still speak of a correlation coefficient of 0.53.

The actual prices on the Interday market (weighted trading volume average

price) is on average comparable with the prices on the Day-Ahead-Market.

Overall negative prices occurred a little more frequently compared to the Inter-

day market in 2013 and 2014. However, strong negative prices occurred a little

more frequently on the Day-Ahead market (see Table 3).

Table 3: Number of hours with negative prices according to price level

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total

Day-Ahead-Market price < 0 € 15 71 12 15 56 64 64 297

Day-Ahead-Market price < -
50€

4 20 0 0 22 6 9 61

Day-Ahead-Market price < -
100€

3 15 0 0 15 1 0 34

Interday market price < 0€ 13 105 35 34 42 79 74 382

Intraday market price < -50€ 0 33 5 4 15 3 2 62

Interday market price < -100€ 0 25 0 0 12 0 0 37

Source: own research based on EPEX-Spot

The regulation in § 24 EEG for a reduction in support intends to reduce the

market premium to zero for those hours if there are a minimum of 6 consecutive

hours of negative prices at the Spot market (EPEX Spot). In the past such long

periods of time with negative prices were relatively rare. The analysis in Figure

2-7 shows that the preconditions for § 24 EEG for example were only fulfilled

five times during 2014 and only twice in 2013. In the past seven years that hap-

pened only 13 times. The frequency of the occurrence of hours with negative

hours as shown correlates with the occurrence of a situation relevant to

§ 24 EEG. Consequently intervals of at least 6 consecutive negative hours have

so far mainly occurred on Sunday or at the beginning of the week. Of the 7 situ-

ations with negative prices 3 situations crossed over from one day to the next.

5
This corresponds to an investigation of the prices from II and III quadrants of the figure 2-6.
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The period in these 3 situations began at 23.00 hours and lasted more than 7

hours.

The entire amount of energy generated from wind energy which was produced

during the periods of at least 6 hours with negative prices in 2014 was 834

GWh. This is approx. 1.8 % of the total annual production. In 2014 these 5 peri-

ods came to a total of 37 hours.

Source: own research based on EPEX-Spot

Figure 2-7: Duration of negative electricity wholesale prices at the Day-Ahead-Market of

EPEX Spot

Interim conclusion

Following the introduction of negative prices on the power market there has

been an increase in the hours with negative prices resulting from the expansion

of RE. However, the adjustment of the market actors and the increasing capa-

bility of remote control of installations have led to decrease in highly negative

prices. The price levels at the Day-ahead and Intraday Markets has been very

similar in recent years. Overall there have been few § 24 relevant situations,

most of which have been in the last three years (a total of ten of thirteen situa-

tions).

2.3 Electricity prices on other European markets

The occurrence of negative prices is not an exclusively German phenomenon

but can also be observed on foreign markets. Therefore the following excursion
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will demonstrate the international relevance of negative prices based on exem-

plary European countries. Currently negative prices are prevented by a negative

price cap in some European countries6.Figure 2-8 shows the currently applica-

ble negative price caps for the Day-Ahead-Market for selected countries. Coun-

tries shaded in grey were not part of the following analysis.

Source: Own figure

Figure 2-8: Negative price caps for selected European day-ahead markets

In Germany, France and Austria the price cap for hourly negative day-ahead-

prices is currently -500 €/MWh (previously -3.000 €/MWh), and therefore also

corresponds to the level of many other countries. In the United Kingdom a limit

of -400 £/MWh (converted approx. -550€/MWh) applies, whereas in the South-

ern European countries Portugal, Spain and Italy negative prices are not permit-

ted (price cap at 0 €/MWh).

Negative prices become relevant if their occurrence is no longer regarded as an

exception but has become more regular. Figure 2-9 compares the frequency of

negative prices in the European countries investigated. Here the hourly day-

6
The introduction of price caps does not necessarily have to be a reaction to the extensive oc-

curence of negative prices.

Negativer Price-Cap [€/MWh]
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ahead prices between 2012 and 2014 were analysed. The figure differentiates

between the countries which in principle permit negative prices (left side of the

diagram) and those where a price cap of 0€/MWh applies (right side). For the

last mentioned countries the hours were analysed during which the negative

price cap applied and a day-ahead price of exactly 0€/MWh established itself.

Source: own research

Figure 2-9: Number of hours with – when permitted - negative Day-ahead prices (or

prices of exactly 0 €/MWh for effective price cap)

In the Scandinavian countries Norway and Sweden negative Day-ahead prices

have not yet occurred. For this reason there will be no further analysis of these

countries.

With a peak value of 64 hours each in 2013 and 2014 negative prices occur

most frequently in Germany and Austria. It can also be seen that the frequency

of negative prices for the market area Denmark West is also continuously in-

creasing for the analysed period of time and in 2014 was at approx. 45 hours

per year. However, this trend cannot be seen for Denmark East.

In the remaining countries where negative prices are in principle permitted a

moderate occurrence of negative prices can be observed. In particular during

the analysed period of time a tendency cannot be seen.

On the other hand in Spain and Portugal the negative price cap is, particularly

during the years 2013 and 2014, binding for a remarkably large number of

hours. Here the maximum is at approx. 480 hours for 2013 – and so 7.5 times

higher than the observed frequency in Austria and Germany. This figure drops
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to approx. 180 hours in 2014 but is still significantly higher than the Ger-

man/Austrian level. This can be explained by the fact that Spain and Portugal -

due to low import and export capacities in combination with a high installed per-

formance of RE - are principally more susceptible to volatile price behaviour

(and therefore also to prices at the lower price limit of 0€/MWh). The sharp rise

in hours with prices of 0 €/MWh in 2013 and 2014 compared to 2012 can also

be explained by a significant reduction in the load and a lot of water resources

and a lot of wind production. In a direct comparison between 2014 und 2013

water resources were on a comparably high level, however, the individual re-

source peaks were lower in 2014 than in 2013. The same applies to wind pro-

duction. This can be basically explained by the declining number of hours with

an effective price cap in 2014. The decline in 2014 may have been brought

about by adjustment effects with which the market players may have reacted to

the many hours with prices at the lower price limit. However, this is subject to

speculation and cannot be proven.

In Italy the price cap had a limiting effect in only 2 hours of the year 2013 so that

the phenomena of hours with prices of 0€/MWh appears at least for the mo-

ment to be negligible.

Figure 2-10 compares the maximum duration of consecutive hours with nega-

tive prices (or hours with effective negative price cap) for the analysed countries

year by year.
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Source: Own figure

Figure 2-10: Duration of adjoining hours with negative Day-ahead prices (or prices

0 €/MWh)

As can be expected from the frequency of negative prices – as already demon-

strated – the longest time intervals with a maximum of 58 hours each in 2013

can be observed in Spain and Portugal. This is followed by a maximum of ten

adjoining hours in Germany and Austria as well as the two market areas in

Denmark. Relatively long intervals of six hours with negative prices also oc-

curred in France and Belgium in 2013; their duration declined again in 2014.

The graphs shown suggest that some Day-ahead markets are closely coupled.

Table 4 lists the correlations between the countries which were investigated for

the period considered. One column lists the relative share of time points when

the occurrence of a negative price led to negative prices in the other countries

at the same time. For example for approximately 60 % of time points when a

negative Day-ahead price occurred the price was also negative in Denmark

West.

As negative prices in the time period considered were an exception in Italy, the

Netherlands and Switzerland, they were not considered in the correlation ma-

trix.
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Table 4: Correlation matrix negative prices between the European countries

Country DE/AT DKW DKE FR BE ES PT

DE/AT 93 % 100 % 85 % 96 % 1% 1 %

DKW 60 % 100 % 18 % 8 % 1 % 1 %

DKE 44 % 68 % 15 % 8 % 1 % 1 %

FR 15 % 5 % 6 % 100 % 0 % 0 %

BE 13 % 2 % 3 % 73 % 0 % 0 %

ES 5 % 6 % 9 % 3 % 4 % 90 %

PT 5 % 6 % 9 % 3 % 4 % 87 %

Source: Own figure

In some countries negative prices occur more frequently at the same time,

however, this did not influence the other market areas. A high correlation of the

Day-ahead prices can be seen in the market areas between

• Germany/Austria and Denmark,

• France and Belgium, and

• Spain and Portugal

Interim conclusion

In 2013/2014 the highest number of hours with negative prices at 64 hours oc-

curred in Germany/Austria followed by 45 hours in Denmark West. In the re-

maining countries the occurrence of negative prices is moderate whereas in

Spain and Portugal the negative price cap was often binding. The time periods

with negative prices was followed by how frequently negative hours had oc-

curred. Price coupling between the German/Austrian and the Danish Day-ahead

markets can also be observed.
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3 Scenarios for the occurrence of negative prices in future

As shown in Chapter 2 the frequency of negative prices has played a minor role

on the wholesale electricity market. Accordingly, the regulation of § 24 EEG has

had a relatively slight effect on the earnings of the RE plant operators and the

entire RE feed-in and therefore the target achievement in the past, while the

expansion of RE plants has remained unchanged.

In the medium term, if RE continues to grow, a significant increase in the occur-

rence of negative prices has to be expected7. However, the speed at which this

development takes place depends essentially on how well the market adjusts to

this change. A crucial factor here is the improved elasticity on the demand and

supply side and the possibilities for an exchange with the neighbouring coun-

tries stimulated by the occurrence of negative prices. On the one hand volatile,

particularly also negative market prices can stimulate production flexibility when

the market rules have not been distorted. This contributes to a reduction in the

observed conventional production even when the residual load is low. On the

other hand the flexibility of supply can improve the integration of production

peaks from RE plants into the system. Measures on both sides as well as the

expansion of export possibilities counteract the development of negative prices.

In an efficient market this happens just as much as it is appropriate for the en-

tire economy.

Methodology and scenario definition for a possible development

In order to assess the future occurrence of situations relevant to §24EEG sce-

narios of possible developments are investigated using a residual load analysis.

A residual load analysis defines excess quantities of electricity which can be

interpreted as an indicator of negative prices. Important input data for the analy-

sis are historic time series for the load and RE production, i.e. wind on shore,

wind off shore and PV8. These historic time series are upscaled to installed ca-

pacity or supply in the future using linear scaling. A so-called “inflexibility base“

is used to illustrate the possible flexibility of the future energy system. The term

“inflexibility base“ describes the volume of production which does not react to

negative market prices up to the amount of the negative value of the market

7
This refers to the number of hours with a negative price, however, not necessarily to the di-

mension of the negative prices.

8
Hydropower and biomass are taken into account because of their basic controllability in the

inflexibility base
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premium of RE plants by withdrawing production. Accordingly the inflexibility

base describes essentially the future must-run-base minus other parameters

such as export potentials and the potential contribution of flexibility options or

new consumers. The result of the residual load analysis is the number of ex-

cess hours and the corresponding surplus amount of energy. This is derived by

calculating how often and how much the residual load falls below the inflexibility

base.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the calculated development of the installed capacity based

on the year 2015 with the installed capacity of the RE producers wind onshore

(40,5 GW), wind offshore (7 GW), photovoltaic (40,6 GW) and biomass and hy-

dropower (together 7 GW). The calculated development until 2025 is based on

RE expansion corridor and the network development plan. A rise in wind energy

of 12.5 GW and a limited rise in PV are expected between 2020 and 2025. The

development until 2035 is based on the RE target of an RE share of 55-60% of

the gross electricity production. In addition, figure 3-1 shows the share of new

installations (as of 2016) to the total stock. The development also reflects the

fact that particularly in the cut-off year 2035 old plants need to be replaced due

to their age. This increases the share of new plants in the stock more than can

be expected from expanding RE plants. The regulations under §24EEG are par-

ticularly relevant for plants installed after 2016 as the regulations are only ap-

plied as of 2016.
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Source: own research

Figure 3-1: Calculated installed performance of RE plants and the share of plants to the

total number of plants as of 2016

This calculated development serves as the basis for the analysis of a possible

scenario for a future development. The inflexibility base has to be determined to

further define the scenario. The following assumptions were taken into account:

• Must-Run capacities of conventional power plants are particularly re-

duced by the option for RE plants to be part of the electricity balancing

market.

• Export capacities are extended by an increasing supra-regional balance

with other countries.

• Non-fluctuating RE (particularly biomass and hydropower) and conven-

tional power plants are becoming more flexible.

• New consumers, such as power to heat, offer an additional flexibility op-

tion in the energy system.

Thus, an inflexibility base of 18GW in the cut-off year 2015 is calculated which

continues to drop (in 2020 to 10 GW, in 2025 to 8 GW, in 2030 to 5 GW and in
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2035 to 3 GW). In order to take account of the uncertain development of the

inflexibility base and the sensitivity of the residual load on the amount of nega-

tive hours due to the inflexibility base, the inflexibility bases 8 GW and -2 GW

are also taken into account when describing the results.

As time series for the feed-in and/or load the weather years 2006 (WY 1) to

2014 (WY 9) are used9. In addition to the cut off year 2035 based on 2010 (WY

5) a weather profile is used which has been up scaled to the future number of

power plants (WY 10) in order to better take into consideration for example

weakwind turbines10.

Development of the residual load

As a basis for the definition of the residual load the continuation of the current

need for electricity and the expansion of fluctuating renewable energies as de-

scribed above are assumed. Figure 3-2 shows the change in the residual load

for an increasing number of RE shares in this scenario up to 2020. The residual

load is defined as the national demand for electricity minus the fluctuating RE.

When assuming a certain amount of conventional production which still takes

place to a limited extent (in terms of amount and quantity) when prices are neg-

ative then the occurrence of situations with a residual load below this threshold

can be interpreted as indicating the frequency of the occurrence of negative

prices.

9
For the subsequent analysis of the results it should be taken into account that for the first

weather years the data particularly for the time series on the wind offshore feed-in is based on

a small number of RE producers and therefore locations.

10
The linear upscaling of historic time series can increasingly lead to an overestimation of feed

in peaks as the existing number of installations is no longer described accurately by the feed

in profile. However, the adjusted weather profile takes the new number of installations (e.g.

more weakwind turbines) into account which no longer overestimates the significance of times

of maximum feed in.
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Figure 3-2: Possible development of the residual load until 2020

If one assumes that this amount of conventional production is at 20 GW, this

threshold is undercut in the observed scenario in fewer than 100 hours in 2013,

in 2020, however, in more than 900 hours11. The method described illustrates

the hours with negative prices in 2013 for the majority of hours.

Analysing the possible development of negative hours

Figure 3-3 shows the development of hours with excess electricity as an indica-

tor for the hours with negative prices until 2030. In addition to the total number

of excess hours which have occurred in the different weather years those hours

relevant for §24EEG are indicated. It is good to see that the number of excess

hours is increasing despite the greater flexibilisation of the energy system. The

weather year also plays a crucial role for the number of excess hours. Whereas

in the cut-off year the average is 125 hours, the number of hours increases to

an average of 363 hours up to the cut-off year 2030. The sensitivity of the

weather year and thus the scope for the number of excess hours can be clearly

seen for the cut-off year 2030. Here the difference between weather year 3 or

the weather year with the future number of installations (WY 10) and weather

year 7 is 321 or 433 hours. Weather year 7 has approximately twice as many

excess hours as weather year 10. For the excess hours which are relevant for

11
In fact adjustment reactions would be expected in the market as conventional producers react

with more flexibility to a higher number of negative prices. A reaction can also be expected from

the demand side.
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§24EEG the scope is 182 (WY5) or 77 (WY 10) to 524 (W 7). The average for

the five weather years analysed is 267 hours for the cut-off year 2030. This is

only a slight increase compared to 2025 with 233 hours relevant for §24 EEG

but a more marked one compared the status quo or to 2020 with an average of

83 hours. Nevertheless, the total number of excess hours as seen over the

course of a year is also rather low for the cut off year 2030 as the average is 3%

of the yearly hours.

Source: own research

Figure 3-3: Possible development of the number of hours with negative prices

Figure 3-4 shows the possible development for the cut-off year 2035 depending

on the assumed size of the inflexibility base. A further increase in excess hours

can be expected. The number of excess hours will rise to an average of 473

hours when the inflexibility base is 3 GW. 358 hours are relevant for §24 EEG

when an average is calculated over the weather years. However, figure 3-4 also

shows that these excess hours depend on the energy system which in turn illus-

trates the importance of its development and adaptability. The sensitivities in

the inflexibility base show that the spectrum for excess hours lies between 183

and 936 hours of which 77 to 820 are relevant for §24 EEG. Thus in the year

2035 excess hours could occur as frequently as today or there could be a signif-

icant rise in excess hours and therefore the number could be much higher.

These hours would be to a large extent significant for § 24 EEG.
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The comparison of the weather year 2010 and its existing facilities (WY 5) with

future facilities (WY 10) leads to the conclusion that some of the maximum val-

ues for the observed inflexibility bases in the cut-off year 2035 are lower. Figure

3-5 is an example of the inflexibility base of 3 GW and shows the change during

the course of the day. The adjusted number of facilities and consequently the

adjusted feed-in profile lowers the number of excess hours significantly from

383 to 266 hours. In particular it can be seen that during night time hours the

excess hours driven by wind power decrease. When feed-in profiles have been

adjusted excess hours primarily occur during the day following a PV feed-in pro-

file when a lot of wind and PV are fed in together. It can therefore be expected

that there will also be a reduction for the most extreme weather year 7. When

assuming a reduction of about a third due to future facilities this would be 519

excess hours, 441 of which would be relevant for §24 EEG (for an inflexibility

base of 3 GW).

Source: own research

Figure 3-4: Possible development of the number of hours with negative prices in the cut-

off year 2035
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Source: own research

Figure 3-5: Comparison of excess hours for current and future facilities

Interim conclusion

Due to the further expansion of RE in the next few years (particularly as of

2025) a rise in hours with negative prices can be expected. They will mostly be

produced when a lot of wind and PV are fed in simultaneously. Most of these

hours are also §24 EEG relevant so that for example for a scenario in 2030

around 270 hours would be involved. The number of negative hours largely de-

pends, however, on the adaptability of the energy system and the weather year

so that there could be larger differences depending on calculations.

Relevant adjustments of the energy system which reduce the inflexibility base

are e.g. the reduction of the must-run base but also the modernisation of the

facilities with weak wind turbines. If these changes are implemented, a moder-

ate increase in hours with negative prices can be expected compared to the last

few years.
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4 Supporting negative prices and impacts of § 24 EEG

Analyses so far have shown that depending on the development of the entire

energy system the number of hours with negative prices could significantly in-

crease in the future. At the same time the probability increases that the regula-

tion under § 24 EEG becomes relevant and this could result in repercussions for

the wholesale electricity market and direct marketers as well as plant operators.

The following key impacts of § 24 EEG are particularly relevant:

• Behavioural adjustment: Direct marketers adjust the feed-in behaviour

to renewable production plants and curtail in times of negative prices.

This behavioural modification possibly prevents negative prices on the

electricity market. Consequently § 24 EEG acts as price floor.

• Management risk: Situations when § 24 EEG has an impact can only be

predicted to a certain extent. At the same time the amount necessary to

prevent the occurrence of negative prices here especially is not known in

advance. Both situations lead to a management risk for direct marketers

as they can predict both situations wrongly. This can result in losses of

revenue when energy has not been marketed because a § 24 EEG situa-

tion was expected but did not occur. Losses of revenue can also be the

result of negative contribution margins when energy was marketed under

the assumption that a §24 EEG situation does not occur. However, nega-

tive market prices and a §24 EEG situation then develop after all.

• Losses of revenue/revenue risks: Modifying plant operation in § 24

EEG situations results in reduced levels of production when plants are

curtailed. Even if it is known that these situations will definitely occur (see

previous point), revenue will be lost as reduced marketed quantities will

yield fewer revenues.

• Welfare effects (system efficiency): The price floor due to § 24 EEG

leads to inefficient plant operation and reduced incentives for flexibility.

Thus welfare losses (taking RE expansion targets into consideration) are

the result.

• Efficiency of the price signal: Through the coupling of § 24 EEG to a

minimum of 6 consecutive hours with negative prices on the electricity

market, § 24 EEG also has an effect on the efficiency of the electricity

price signal as an allocation mechanism for an efficient power plant dis-

patch and the use of further flexibilities. There is a danger that a system-

atic price distortion between day-ahead and intraday markets could occur

which would at least interfere with the operation of the electricity market,

causing lasting damage in the long term.
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The impacts are significant for the entire energy system but also for individual

actors and will be discussed in further detail. First of all this includes the funda-

mental welfare and distribution effects caused by §24 EEG. This is followed by

an analysis of the impacts of §24 EEG on the spot market which encompass

primarily the management risk and the losses of revenue for direct marketers. In

addition possible behavioural adjustments of the plant operators, which can re-

sult in a reduction of production, will be discussed. The impacts of §24 EEG are

the basis for the subsequent discussion of the policy options (Chapter 5) and its

assessment (Chapter 6).

4.1 Welfare and distribution effects

The qualitative evaluation of the welfare and distribution effects which occur

resulting from the impacts of §24 EEG is conducted on the basis of an econom-

ic fundamental assessment. To this end two market situations are compared to

each other:

• Reference scenario (Status quo): marketing RES electricity at a minus

market premium and

• Alternative scenario: Measures (§ 24 EEG) which lead to marketing

RES electricity at 0 €/MWh when there is an excess supply of RES elec-

tricity

Both market situations are shown in a schematic representation in figure 4-1.

For the analysis of the impacts a distinction is made between a static and a dy-

namic perspective. The static perspective evaluates just the market situation at

the current time according to the criterion of efficient allocation of resources

whereas the dynamic perspective includes the wanted or unwanted market sit-

uation over the course of time and takes into account in the evaluation the effi-

ciency criterion as well as other (non-monetary) political aims as for example

expansion targets for RES.
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Figure 4-1: Market situation Reference scenario and Alternative scenario (static funda-

mental assessment)

Distribution effects from a static perspective:

New marketing of RE electricity at 0€/MWh (new supply curve) while maintain-

ing the demand curve increases the market price from P1 to P2. This increased

market price leads to a distribution effect from consumer surplus to producer

surplus. However, as only power plants with high opportunity costs are pre-

pared to market their electricity at negative prices, base load power stations

profit primarily from this distribution effect. The distribution effect, however, is at

the expense of the electricity consumers who have to pay a higher market price

and at the expense of the RE producers who are able to market a smaller

amount of electricity although the electricity supply would facilitate production.
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Welfare effects from a static perspective:

The signs of the welfare effects in the alternative scenario depend in a static

perspective essentially on whether supporting costs can be saved or not

through the changed marketing of RE electricity. If supporting costs can be

saved, then in total there is possibly a welfare gainin the alternative scenario

(§ 24 EEG) compared with the reference scenario. If no supporting costs can be

saved, then a welfare loss results. Assuming that the supporting costs paid (in

addition to the marketing revenues) are just sufficient to finance the RE plants,

then although in the hours of § 24 situations supporting costs can be saved, in

the other hours a higher remuneration (or compensation) will have to be paid,

however, so that the sufficiency can be maintained. In total the supporting costs

thus remain constant in the alternative scenario too, although a reduced quanti-

ty of renewable electricity is produced. The welfare effect is thus already nega-

tive in a static perspective.

Dynamic perspective:

A dynamic perspective takes political RE expansion targets into account. How-

ever, to reach the targeted renewable share of electricity production, a measure

to prevent RE support at negative prices must guarantee that:

a) the RE plants required in the reference scenario to achieve the objective

are built; to this end the RE supporting costs saved in § 24 EEG situa-

tions have to be compensated in one way or another so that investments

in RE plants are adequate;

b) capacities in addition to the RE plants installed in the reference scenario

are built so that the reduced RE production in the alternative scenario is

offset.

Welfare effect from a dynamic perspective

As the plants affected by §24 EEG have almost no variable costs, the overall

need for support remains the same even if there is a drop in production. The

need for support is oriented to the expected revenues, which are necessary for

the refinancing of the investment. If less kWh are compensated, then to reach

the same revenues over the running time a higher specific compensation will

have to be achieved. Thus, as already explained above, from a static perspec-

tive no reduction in supporting costs can be achieved and thus no welfare gain.

In addition, from a dynamic perspective additional need for support is “pro-
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duced” because more RE plants are required, which in addition - as long as

there is competitive “procurement” – are more expensive than plants already

built and which have to reduce their feed-in due to § 24 EEG.

In total there is – on the assumption that the RE expansion targets are to be

attained – a clear welfare loss through § 24 EEG in contrast to the reference

scenario without such a measure. Thus in the alternative scenario (with § 24

EEG) the same expansion targets can only be achieved at higher economic

costs.

Distribution effects from a dynamic perspective:

Due to the merit-order effect the greater installed RE performance (measure b)

results in lower positive electricity prices in the alternative scenario. Overall this

price damping effect can weaken or over compensate the effect of less negative

electricity prices. The distribution effect described in the static perspective, to

the advantage of conventional base-load power plants, therefore turns out to be

significantly lower or even occur with inverse signs. A detailed interpretation of

the impacts of § 24 EEG on conventional power plant operators can be found in

chapter 4.4.

Added value of RE production from a dynamic perspective:

An added value for renewable electricity production (“green kWh) “as opposed

to conventional production (“grey kWh“) can be derived from the RE expansion

target. These green value characteristics are reflected approximatively in the

market premium. If these green value characteristics are taken into account in

the marginal costs of the production of renewable energy (monetarisation of the

political RE expansion target), the economically most advantageous market re-

sult of the reference scenario sets in. The most efficient flexibilisation measures

needed to integrate RE production into the system can only prevail on the mar-

ket if the value of the “green kWh“ is reflected in the market prices.

A “green kWh“ therefore has more of an added value than a “grey kWh“ be-

cause in contrast to the “grey kWh“ the “green kWh“ contributes to achieving the

RE expansion target. This is due to the fact that the RE expansion target is (at

least at the moment) formulated on the basis of energy quantities (a minimum of

an RE share of 80% of electricity consumption until 2050), i.e. a certain amount

of RE feed-in is to be achieved in a certain year. Merely installing RE facilities

does not achieve the target, actually producing and feeding in “green kWh“ is
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needed. If in a certain situation “grey kWh“ is produced instead of “green kWh“

then the production of the “green kWh“ must be “made up“ at a later stage. In a

system which is completely efficient the production of “green“ or “grey“ kWh

should be assessed from a financial point of view. Therefore producing a “green

kWh“ should always be preferred to producing a “grey kWh“ if the associated

(additional) costs are below those of producing a “grey kWh“. The opportunity

costs for reaching the RE expansion targets which are created by foregoing the

production of a “green kWh“ have to be taken into account in view of the situa-

tion described above: if the “green kWh“ is not produced at one point in time

and if the production at the same power plant cannot be done at a different time

– as it is the case in Germany especially for wind and PV energy production due

to the dependency on supply – then additional power plants have to be installed

in order to reach the targets. The additional costs for this, approximately the

market premium of these additional RE plants12, are therefore to be budgeted

as (“negative“) opportunity costs. These opportunity costs correspond to the

value of the “green “kWh. Whilst taking the opportunity costs into account, i.e. if

the costs for alternatives to reach the RE expansion targets are taken into ac-

count, the marginal costs of RE plants are therefore usually negative without

relevant variable operation costs.

Regarding the inclusion of opportunity costs there is (in an efficient system) no

difference between RE plants and conventional power plants: It is customary for

operators of conventional power plants and economically rational to integrate

opportunity costs (on a regular basis also negative opportunity costs) and their

marginal costs when establishing their bids on the wholesale electricity market.

If a power plant operator can avoid the costs of restarting his power plant in a

certain situation for example by feed-in he would bring in these avoidable costs

as negative opportunity costs. He would be prepared to operate his power plant

below the purely variable production costs in this specific situation because this

behaviour would have the effect of maximising the contribution margin. Under-

standing this situation for example led in 2008 to the abolition of the minimum

level for bids of 0 €/MWh at the German electricity exchange as it was noted

that in an efficient system temporarily negative marginal costs and therefore

also negative bidding and market prices can occur. A continuation of a price cap

of 0 €/MWh would have otherwise led to inefficiencies as power plant operators

12
In fact the electricity production costs of these RE installations have to be assessed minus

their market value. Under competition law, they should, however, come close to the level of

support of the market premimium.
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would not have been able to reflect their true costs (or also cost savings) com-

pletely in their bids.

The regulation in § 24 EEG has factually the effect of a price cap for operators

of RE installations so that the true costs of the production from these installa-

tions (in this case the value of the (“green kWh“) cannot completely be reflected

in the bids of these installations. This correspondingly generates inefficiencies13.

Adjustment effects of the supply and demand from a dynamic perspec-

tive:

In an efficient system (reference scenario) the negative prices induced by RE

production act as signals for inflexibilities in the system and give incentives to

make production and consumption flexible. With high levels of RE supplies the

negative prices reflect the value of the “green kWh“ and as a result efficient in-

centives for the flexibilisation of production and consumption, which is adjusted

to the RE expansion targets, are created. For example this could provide incen-

tives for a stronger coupling of the sectors heat and electricity which appears to

be macro-economically efficient if a large share of electricity is produced by RE.

Only when the value of the “green kWh“ is expressed by the market prices can

the efficient flexibilisation measures needed to integrate RE production into the

system prevail.

Interim conclusion

The static perspective (without taking the RE expansion targets into account)

shows that measures which prevent RE support at negative prices can result in

a distribution effect of electricity consumers and RE plant operators to the oper-

ators of base load power plants. The carried over welfare effects of § 24 are

only positive if supporting costs can be saved. This is not the case in practice,

13
It has to be taken into account that the market premium can only be an approximation of the

opportunity costs of the altenative production of the “green kWh“ as the costs for the next RE

installations which has to be funded “green kWh” , usually differ from the market premium of the

installation affected by § 24 EEG. As long as comparatively new installations are affected by §

24 EEG the costs of the next RE installation which has to be funded e are likely to be higher

than the market premium of the installation in question, as in a competitive RE support system

especially the most economical installations prevail. For older installations and when technolog-

ical progress is assumed the costs for the next RE installation which is to be supported can be

increasingly below the market premium of the installation in question.
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however, since otherwise the RE plants could not be operated adequately.

From a dynamic perspective (when taking the RE expansion targets into ac-

count) furthermore the increased need for RE installation to reach these targets

is included in the calculation. In total, as a result of § 24 EEG there is a signifi-

cant loss in welfare. The distribution effect from a static perspective is signifi-

cantly reduced if not even reversed. The decision whether “green kWh” or “grey

kWh” should be fed in should in an efficient system be made considering cost

factors. When taking into account the opportunity costs of renouncing the feed-

in of a “green kWh” hour, in the short term negative bidding or resp. market

prices can be efficient. On the other hand, negative prices here give a signal for

flexibilisation which leads to a reduction in negative prices.

4.2 Impacts of § 24 EEG on the marketing of RE installations

When the § 24 EEG does not change it can be expected that direct marketers

or electricity dealers who have new installations which have come into operation

after 1 January 2016 in their portfolio adjust their feed-in or marketing behaviour

to § 24 EEG.

In terms of economic optimisation it can be expected that direct marketers will

try to optimise their trading strategy:

• No feed-in in the case of § 24 EEG as a negative contribution margin is

created and at the same time the market premium does not apply. If they

can sell their quantities at a positive price on the Intraday market they

would generate a contribution margin and would then feed-in on the in-

traday market.

• Reduction of the marketed quantity on the day-ahead market to such an

extent which would just avoid a § 24 EEG situation. The quantity not

marketed on the day-ahead market would - in the case that no § 24 EEG

situation has occurred - be offered to the negative market premium on

the intraday market. A market premium would be paid for the quantity

marketed intraday. It is questionable, however, whether the quantities

which the marketers then try to sell on the intraday market are met with a

corresponding demand. Consumers would in principle have an incentive

to procure at least part of their demand on the intraday market at the

then expected lower prices. However, the consumers are obliged – ac-

cording to the regulations of the use of balancing groups – in principle to
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completely close open positions which result from their forecast load for

the following day by the conclusion of the day-ahead market.

In the beginning the quantities or installations which are affected by § 24 EEG

will be very small and cannot have a substantial influence on the market result

(particularly market prices). This particularly applies to individual direct market-

ers. It can be expected that due to collusive behaviour in certain hours the oc-

currence of § 24 EEG can be avoided. If it is expected that this is not possible

they would at least avoid a negative contribution margin and offer their quanti-

ties at 0 €/MWh on the market.

However, the possible trading strategies strongly depend on the accurate pre-

diction of negative prices. If the prediction is accurate the behavioural adjust-

ment would be limited to a few hours, in an ideal scenario just to the 6th hour in

each § 24 EEG situation. If the prediction is inaccurate substantially more hours

would be affected, particularly also hours which are not in periods with negative

prices of at least 6 hours. Therefore a management risk occurs under the cur-

rent regulation which results from a miscalculation of the occurrence as well as

the necessary curtailed volume to avoid a § 24 EEG situation. The following

possibilities for action are available to the direct marketer in case ofmiscalcu-

lations:

• The direct marketer markets day-ahead despite negative prices and oc-

currence of a § 24 EEG situation. Here the market premium does not ap-

ply. If negative prices occur on the intraday market the direct marketer

would curtail the RE installations and buy back the electricity on the in-

traday market. The direct marketer would do this as long as he can buy

back the quantities without positive costs (price <= 0€/MWh).

• The direct marketer / electricity dealer expects a § 24 EEG situation and

does not bid a negative market premium but a price of 0€/MWh. If he

assesses the day-ahead market wrongly and a § 24 EEG situation does

not occur he can try to sell the amount of energy which has not been

marketed at the price of the negative market premium on the Intraday

market. If he has to sell Intraday at negative prices, a negative contribu-

tion margin emerges which is compensated by receiving the market pre-

mium.

Overall the strategies imply that in a § 24 EEG situation the installations are

curtailed and the direct marketer does not have to pay compensation for the

market premium to the operator of the installation as is currently the case.
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With today’s contracts between direct marketers and plant operators, which

usually include compensation for switch off, direct marketers would only switch

off in the case of negative prices to the amount of the market premium, since

the direct marketer otherwise would be obliged to pay compensation to the plant

operator. The loss of revenue incurred due to § 24 EEG would be fully at the

expense of the plant operator. It may be assumed, however, that future con-

tracts will include appropriately adapted regulations with regard to § 24. In fu-

ture it could be expected therefore that the direct marketer, if a § 24 case oc-

curred, would not be obliged to pay compensation to the plant operator in the

case of switch off.

Interim conclusion

In its present form § 24 EEG leads to a procurement risk and to possible mis-

calculations when it occurs. This can result in inefficiencies for the whole sys-

tem through negative contribution margins for the direct marketers as well as

amounts of energy which have not been marketed.

4.3 Impacts of § 24 EEG on the revenue situation of RE installations

For the installation operators the adapted marketing and feed-in behaviour re-

sults in reduced production. This leads to losses of revenue even if § 24 EEG

situations were accurately predicted. The management risks as previously de-

scribed possibly additionally increase the losses of revenue.

For an assessment of the possible reductions of production the number of hours

when negative prices could occur has been determined (see Chapter 3). In a

second step it has to be determined which feed-in from § 24 EEG relevant in-

stallations is required for these hours and which quantity would be affected by a

curtailment. The procedure is divided into the following steps:

• Defining the quantities of energy which are fed in from renewable ener-

gies in times of negative electricity prices

• Defining the curtailment necessary to avoid negative prices

• Defining the quantity of energy produced in new installations which come

under § 24 EEG in times of negative prices

• Comparing the necessary quantities of energy which have to be curtailed

in order to avoid negative prices with the quantity of energy fed in from §

24 EEG relevant installations

• Partially evaluating the time periods with at least 6 consecutive hours

with negative prices
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The curtailed quantities of electricity necessary to avoid excess hours until 2035

are shown in figures 4-2 and 4-3. They are based on the described procedure.

The total curtailed energy shows the quantity of energy which is necessary to

avoid negative energy. The curtailed energy which is necessary to avoid § 24

EEG situations is also shown. Here periods with fewer than 6 consecutive hours

with negative prices are not taken into account.

If this amount is put in relation to the annual feed-in from new installations which

are affected by § 24 EEG then the possible production losses from new installa-

tions can be estimated. This indicator states which feed-in amounts from new

installations which come under § 24 EEG would have to be curtailed in order to

avoid the occurrence of a § 24 EEG situation through negative prices in future.

The development of the curtailed amount of energy corresponds approximately

to the development of the number of excess hours and also reacts almost as

sensitively to the observed weather years and the considered inflexibility base.

Currently or in 2020 electricity curtailment at an average of 0.8 TWh is hardly

necessary, however, over the years the need for curtailment increases continu-

ally from 2.7 TWh in 2025 to 3.4 TWh in 2030. In the cut-off year 2035 the nec-

essary curtailment can amount to an average of 5 TWh or a maximum of up

10.6 TWh (3 GW inflexibility base). An average of 4.6 TWh or a maximum of up

to 10.1 TWh would be relevant for § 24 EEG. This corresponds to 2.9% or 6.4%

of the amount of electricity produced in new installations (commissioned as of

2016) in 2035. However, the sensitivity of the inflexibility base illustrates yet

again, as for the number of excess hours, the possible spectrum of curtailed

energy in 2035 from only 1.1 TWh up to 14.8 TWh. A spectrum of 2.8-7.3 TWh

is derived from the averaged value of the inflexibility base (-2 GW and 8 GW)

for the § 24 EEG relevant curtailed energy amount. This corresponds to approx-

imately 2-5% of the annual energy amount produced in new installations. Tak-

ing into account the changing number of installations (§ 24 – comparison WY 10

with WY 5) a § 24 EEG relevant curtailed energy amount has to be expected

which turns out to be up to 50% lower.

In the individual case the energy amount can deviate, for example when

through the optimisation of the portfolio RE technologies with low support are

curtailed first. In special cases (e.g. in a large portfolio) this can even be advan-

tageous to take old installations, which have already reverted to the basic com-

pensation or no longer receive remuneration, off the market and therefore influ-

ence the market in such a way that a § 24 EEG situation no longer occurs. Es-

sentially the analysis shows that the fluctuating new installations in the ob-

served scenarios are able to make the curtailed electricity amount available by
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themselves and therefore prevent negative prices. For the year 2035 this would

mean that a total of approximately 30% of energy fed in from new installations

would have to be curtailedat § 24 EEG relevant times. Assuming an accurate

prediction of excess hours only 0.1 to 2.3 tWh would have to be curtailed in

2035 in each 6th hour in a situation of excess electricity to prevent a loss in re-

muneration through § 24 EEG. This corresponds to the current curtailment re-

quired currently related to negative prices overall. A share of less than 1% of

the annual electricity amount is produced in new RE installations; therefore the

energy amount which has to be curtailed could be significantly reduced.

Figure 4-2: Possible development of the curtailed energy amount
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Figure 4-3: Possible development of the curtailed energy amount in the cut-off year 2035

Operators of RE plants see from the analysis of the regulated down energy

amounts that the hours with negative prices grow continually and consequently

the number of § 24 EEG relevant situations increases. The curtailment and the

consequently lost revenues from sold energy or the loss of the market premium

in the relevant § 24 EEG hours may result in lost revenues for operators of RE

plants.

However, the amount of the lost revenue depends on the electricity dealer’s

trading strategy. If the trading strategy involves the Intraday market more, then

price differences between the Day-ahead and the Intraday market can result in

additional losses in revenue. This can be attributed to the day-ahead market

serving as a reference for the average revenues of the RE production plants

when determining the market premium. If larger quantities are sold on the intra-

day market, price differences between the two markets due to the market pre-

mium will not be compensated. If the electricity dealer’s marketing strategy re-

lies on accurate predictions of a relevant event there is the added danger that

false assumptions are made and this results in additional losses of revenue.

However, if the sixth hour can be well predicted and if all plant operators be-

haved in the same way losses for operators of RE plants could be significantly

reduced and would overall play a far less important role.

It is difficult to assess the short - and medium term influence on the RE expan-

sion. Particularly the uncertainty regarding possible losses in revenue plays a
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role here. If the energy system was made more flexible the uncertainty would be

reduced significantly which would reduce the number of negative hours even

further. Another big influence is the dependency on the weather which would

still remain. The uncertain revenue situation can lead to financing with outside

capital which in turn can lead to a risk premium and increase the costs of the

undertaking. This concerns primarily small providers as they can probably man-

age risks less well than large RE installation operators. The consequence here

would then be a change of the actor structure. In principle it can be assumed

that that RE installations which currently just manage to pass a profitability cal-

culation will in future have more difficulties to be implemented. This could for

example apply to wind parks in locations with low wind potential. The current

expansion of renewable energies and the installations in planning suggest,

however, that at least until tenders are invited there will be no major negative

effects regarding the expansion targets. When tenders are invited it is then pos-

sible to price expected losses of revenue and risks in the coordination of bids so

that negative impacts regarding the achievement of the defined expansion cor-

ridors14 are unlikely. However, increased support costs can be expected.

Interim conclusion

The growth in hours with negative prices results increasingly in a loss of the

market premium and consequently losses of revenue for the installation opera-

tors. This is also confirmed by the analysis which show the energy amount to be

curtailed (§ 24 EEG relevant) rises slowly over the years and the average ex-

pected in the year 2035 is approximately 3%. In the case of a perfect forecast

the curtailment of the annual electricity volume produced from all new RE plants

would even be reduced to 1%. The precise losses of revenue depend on the

trading strategy, such as the involvement of the intraday trade and the accuracy

of predicting § 24 by the electricity trader. It can also be expected that the price

of financing due to revenue uncertainties will increase.

14
This refers exclusively to the achievement of certain target values of the capacity to be in-

stalled and not to the achievement of the actual RE expansion targets (achieving a certain

number of RE shares of electricity consumption). The expansion corridors would need to be

adapted (increased) due to the negative impact of § 24 EEG on the actual expansion targets.
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4.4 Impacts of § 24 EEG on conventional power plant operators

When analysing the impacts of § 24 EEG on conventional power plant opera-

tors, then, as in the discussion of welfare effects in paragraph 4.1 a distinction

between a static and a dynamic perspective has to be made.

For a purely static perspective, i.e. when considering exclusively an individual

situation (i.e. hour) when § 24 EEG is applied and RE installation operators re-

act accordingly by adapting their bidding and feed-in behaviour, the impact for

operators of conventional power plants is unambiguous: The revenues of power

plant operators, whose installations are marketed during the hours that are ef-

fected by § 24 EEG are increased. The regulations according to § 24 EEG re-

sult in an increased market price from a negative market price without § 24 EEG

to 0 €/MWh (rational behaviour by RE installation operators provided). A distinc-

tion between three cases has to be made for the impact on conventional power

plants depending on the bidding price during the hour considered:

• For operators of conventional power plant installations who would have

adjusted their power plants in these hours to a negative market price

which would have occurred without § 24 EEG from a static perspective,

this situation results in an increase of market revenues. This increase is

equal to the total amount of the price increase multiplied to 0€/MWh by

each marketed energy amount.

• For operators of conventional power plants who would have offered their

production capacity at a price between the negative market price which

would have occurred without § 24 EEG in a static perspective and

0 €/MWh this leads to an increase in their contribution margin, as these

power plants are in operation during these hours and they can market

their production capacity at a market price which is above the marginal

costs reflected in their bid.

• For operators of conventional power plants who market their production

capacity at a price above 0€/MWh the situation remains unchanged as

they are no longer used.

For a dynamic perspective, i.e. when considering the energy-related RE ex-

pansion targets, the impacts for conventional power plant operators can no

longer be that clearly defined. Depending on the price elasticity of the demand

the market price increases in the hours affected by the regulations following
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§ 24 EEG which leads to lower feed-in from RE installations.15 In order to main-

tain the RE expansion targets this ”lost“ feed-in has to be compensated by fur-

ther increasing RE installation. The additional RE plants which have to be in-

stalled then result in additional feed-in from RE plants during hours which are

not affected by § 24 EEG. The increased offer during these hours then lowers

the market price in relation to the structure of the supply curve (Merit Order) and

in turn the demand elasticity. This results in decreasing market revenues / con-

tribution margins for conventional power stations. In particular it can be ex-

pected that also those power plants which for economic reasons are not used

during hours affected by § 24 EEG as their marginal costs (also considering

possible existing opportunity costs) are above 0€/MWh. For such power plants

the regulations according to § 24 EEG are therefore a one-sided deterioration of

their economic situation. For power plants which according to the explanation in

the previous paragraph initially profit from the regulations under § 24 EEG by

increased market revenues, the overall impacts are not clear. It can be ex-

pected that the negative revenue effects described overall significantly reduce

the previously described positive revenue effects. It is also possible that the

overall effect for these power plants is negative. The concrete quantitative im-

pacts depend, however, on a number of different factors as particularly the al-

ready mentioned form of the demand and supply curve but also the question of

which technology is employed to compensate the RE production initially lost.

The latter determines at which times the RE feed-in is increased.

Interim conclusion

From a static perspective the revenue of conventional power plants is increased

in § 24 EEG relevant hours. From a dynamic perspective the impact on the

power plant operators depends on a number of factors, particularly the form of

the supply and demand curve. It can be expected, however, that the additional

RE feed-in results in missing contribution margins for power plant operators.

15
It can be assumed in a first approximination that the reduction of the RE feed-in is the same

amount as the price-induced declining demand situation. However, there could also be situa-

tions when the reduction of the RE feed-in is higher than the decline in demand. This would be

the case if in the case of an hour affected by § 24 EEG bids by conventional producers were

accepted which had occurred without § 24 EEG in a static perspective and amounted to 0€/MW.

Therefore a decline in RE feed-in as a consequence of § 24 EEG can occur if the demand is

(almost) inelastic.
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4.5 Impacts of §24 EEG on the efficiency of the day-ahead market

To put it simply, the intention of § 24 EEG is that for negative prices there is no

feed-in from RE installations or feed-in from RE installations only happens to an

extent which does not result in negative market prices on the day ahead mar-

ket16. As described in paragraph 4.2 it is a rational strategy for direct marketers

to offer the quantity which has not been marketed up to the amount of the nega-

tive market premium on the intraday market17. However, the possibility of a

shifting of the marketing of electricity volumes from the day-ahead market to the

intraday market through contrasting specifications concerning the operative

procedure of physical delivery of electricity is limited. The regulations on sched-

ule registration in the standard balancing group contract determine that the

forecast production is on principle to be marketed on the day-ahead market. A

(supplementary) intraday marketing occurs only in exceptional cases, in particu-

lar if discrepancies could not be forecast or if bids for day-ahead quantities were

not accepted. This is contradicted – disregarding the reason for this – by a con-

scious “holding back” of electricity volumes in the day-ahead market for the in-

traday marketing. In view of the fact that concerning the above-mentioned reac-

tion of the marketer to § 24 EEG the marketing on the intraday market would

possibly take place at a lower market price than on the day-ahead market, fur-

ther clarification is at least necessary regarding whether here it is a matter of

the marketing of volumes not accepted on the day-ahead market, or a deliber-

ate holding back of volumes.

Even if not expressly regulated, the described regulations in the balancing

group contract moreover enable the TSOs to forecast the future network load as

reliably as possible. This is also contradicted by a deliberate holding back of

energy volumes. For the TSOs have to react within a significantly shorter time

to the network loads occurring due to intraday marketing. Not least the increas-

ing feed-in from fluctuating RE plants certainly anyhow requires – also regard-

less of § 24 EEG - a network operation more strongly oriented to short-term

adaptions.

16
Here it is assumed that the reference market is the day-ahead market (see here Section 6.4.).

17
This is valid if, because of less marketing by the RE plant operators affected by § 24 EEG on

the day-ahead market, the price increases there to 0/€MWh and thus no § 24 case occurs. It

can be assumed that at the start (i.e. from 2016) this case will only occur maximally in excep-

tional cases, since initially too few plants are affected by § 24 EEG to strongly influence the day-

ahead market price. In the course of time this case might become the rule if § 24 remains un-

changed.
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• Due to the energy trading taking place primarily on the day-ahead mar-

ket, the marketer will also take into account the risk of lack of liquidity of

the intraday market in his considerations. Thus it is questionable whether

the volumes which the marketer then endeavours to market on the intra-

day market will be met by a corresponding demand. The consumers

would basically also have an incentive of at least procuring a part of their

demand at expected lower prices on the intraday market. However, the

consumers are obliged – according to the regulations of the use of bal-

ancing groups - to always completely close open positions which result

from their forecast load for the following day by the finish of the day-

ahead market.

• In the following, however, it is assumed that both RE producers as well

as the consumers will have the possibility of freely deciding, i.e. under

individual economic considerations, whether they offer/procure energy

volumes on the day-ahead or intraday market.

This has consequences for the efficiency of the price signal of the day-ahead

market and therefore for the day-ahead market as a whole. The reason for this

is the interdependencies between the day-ahead and the intraday market. In an

efficient market there should not be any systematic price differences between

the day-ahead and the intraday market – without changing the fundamental

market conditions. This means that the intraday market price for a certain hour

should correspond to the expected value of the price at the day-ahead market

for that hour. In practice there are regular discrepancies as concrete forecast

errors of demand and production result in higher / lower demand and a higher /

lower offer (particularly by producing renewable energies) compared to the

forecast situations at the auction on the day-ahead market in each individual

hour. On average there should not be permanent and systematic discrepancies

between day-ahead and the intraday market price.18

18
For simplification this statement deliberately abtracts the effects of (individually) diverging risk

aversions of the market participants on both the day-ahead and the intraday market. When ob-

served closely this statement is only valid for a risk-neutral probability measure or when observ-

ing risk-adjusted prices. A risk aversion which changes over time explains a price difference (for

an empirical observation cf. paragraph 3.2) between the two markets very well. Such a differ-

ence of the prices which have not been risk adjusted is particularly efficient. For example it is

feasible when the risk aversion of consumers increases from the time range of the day-ahead
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If it came to a systemic and therefore – from the point of view of the market par-

ticipants – predictable price differences then this – on condition that market par-

ticipants behaved rationally – would result in an appropriate adaptive response

by the market participants which would even out these price differences. For

example, if these prices were systematically lower on the day-ahead market,

consumers would have an incentive to stock up on the Intraday market as they

could count on lower costs to meet their demand. This would lower the demand

on the day-ahead market and increase it on the intraday market. Consequently

this would lead to lower prices on the day-ahead market and to increasing pric-

es on the intraday market. This would happen until the prices on both markets

had balanced each other out19.

The existing regulations under §24 EEG would not only be followed by adaptive

reactions on the part of the RE installation operators which could ultimately lead

to a “drying up“of the day-ahead market if the number of installations affected

by § 24 EEG was correspondingly high. The consequences for the functionality

of the European electricity market which is very much oriented to the day-ahead

market as a lead market would be far-reaching. The following reflections

demonstrate this:

• The starting point of such reflections is a situation where there are no
systematic price differences between the day-ahead market and the in-
traday market and therefore the market participants do not have an in-
centive to prefer one market or the other. It is also assumed that the
market participants demand / offer their anticipated demand (possibly al-
so price elastic) and their available capacity completely20 demand / offer
at the day-ahead market.

• The marketing behaviour by operators of RE installations as described
above is a result of §24 EEG. It leads first of all to systematically low
prices on the Intraday market as operators of RE installations would offer
energy volumes they have not marketed on the day-ahead market (for
example by making use of conditional offers) on the Intraday market If
the other market players do not change their behaviour this results in an
additional offer on the Intraday market. Consequently the price on the In-

market to the time range of the intraday market so that consumers are increasingly prepared to

pay risk premiums in order to close open positions by a transaction.

19
In this context this is also called arbitrage transactions.

s
20

This does obviously not apply to offsetting forecast errors after the day-ahead market has

closed.
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traday market (expected value) would fall below the price on the day-
ahead market which is 0€/MWh in these situations.

• Consequently, consumers would have an incentive to stock up for a
share of their demand on the intraday market as this is possible there at
lower prices.

• Consequently the demand on the day-ahead market would fall which in
turn would result in a stronger drop of the RE capacity on the day-ahead
market to avoid §24-EEG situations there.

• As this quantity which has not been marketed would also be offered on
the Intraday market the effect as described above would intensify.

In practice it is not possible to unambiguously clarify ex-ante the consequences

these adaptive reactions will have:

• It would be feasible that ultimately all trading moves to the intraday mar-
ket as the market players can operate outside the reach of §24-EEG and
market players expect that only the intraday market reveals reliable pric-
es which reflect the actual market situation. The day-ahead market would
then completely lose its function as a reference market. Due to the fact
that the German market area is only part of a European electricity market
it is not clear what the distortions would be on the entire market.

• Alternatively it would be feasible that the above-mentioned adaptive re-
actions by the consumers lead to a drop in demand on the day-ahead
market. Then no RE capacity would be offered and negative prices might
occur without marketed RE capacity. Then offering day-ahead non-
marketed RE capacity on the Intraday market would suddenly no longer
be a sensible bidding strategy for operators of RE installations. Due to
the “binary character“ of the regulations under §24-EEG (market premi-
um is either paid or not) it can not be expected that a stable situation is
reached. This generates uncertainties amongst the market players.

These thoughts indicate that the regulations under §24-EEG are a (possibly far

reaching) regulatory intervention in the free pricing at the markets and can

cause severe market distortions, or at least adaptive reactions with an uncertain

end result. The regulations under §24-EEG therefore reduce the reliability of the

price signals, especially on the day-ahead market which is a critical point partic-

ularly with a view to the functionality of the electricity market as a whole21.

21
The discussion of the different poIicy options in the following chapters will investigate to what

extent adjustments to the regulations can help to avoid this problem.
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Interim conclusion

Without changing the fundamental market conditions there should not be any

systematic price differences between the day-ahead and the intraday market.

However, the regulatory intervention in the free price setting by regulations un-

der §24-EEG leads to adaptive reactions with an uncertain end result which

could lead to a substantial market distortion.

5 Policy options for dealing with negative prices and § 24 EEG

The occurrence of negative prices and the regulation under § 24 EEG result

even today in efficient behaviour adaptations by direct marketers and installa-

tion operators when viewed from a dynamic perspective. The regulation under §

24 EEG is counter productive if an efficient and economic electricity system

aims at efficiently operating power plants and efficiently achieving the expan-

sion targets. In this context policy options for dealing with § 24 EEG in future or

a possible further development are discussed in the following.

The policy options address the negative impacts of the current regulation as

identified in chapter 4 which include possible behaviour adaptations, manage-

ment risks and additional revenue risks or losses of revenue. In addition, policy

options are proposed which ensure and/or strengthen the efficiency of the elec-

tricity price signal.

Inefficient behaviour adaptation

As a consequence of §24 EEG, curtailments of renewable energies can occur

which result in lower utilisation of the installations and therefore to rising costs

to reach the renewable energies target. Policy options concerning behaviour

adaptations aim to implement the available renewable production capacities as

efficiently as possible and to incorporate the additional value of the green kWh

at the power station dispatch. The aim is to try and avoid a switch off. Possible

policy options are abolishing § 24 EEG or adapting/changing the interpretation

of § 24 EEG.
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Occurrence of inefficient management risks

The current regulation of § 24 EEG of 6 consecutive hours of negative prices on

the day-ahead market has resulted in an additional management risk for mar-

keters. Concerning these management risks the policy options aim to make it as

viable as possible for direct marketers to implement the regulations of § 24 EEG

and to avoid or minimise unnecessary risks by miscalculations. The aim is to

produce efficient market results. A possible policy option is to introduce condi-

tional bids. Another option is the coupling of the day-ahead and intraday mar-

kets as a reference. Possible impacts of the management risks have to taken

into account during the process of evaluation.

Losses in revenue and unproductive revenue risks

§ 24 EEG causes additional revenue risks by management risks and behaviour

adaptations as described above and curtailments which can result in risk premi-

ums when financing new installations. The aim of policy options in case of loss-

es of revenue/revenue risks is to reduce or if possible to completely avoid these

for marketers and operators. Policy options can also be compensation

measures.

Distortion of the market price signal

Another impact is that with the current implementation of § 24 EEG market dis-

tortions can occur between the Day-ahead and Intraday market which weaken

an efficient price signal for the power station dispatch. Policy options in this con-

text are orientated towards strengthening or weakening an efficient price signal.

The policy options discussed in the next chapter address several impacts. The

policy options can be positive for some impacts and negative for others. Cou-

pling the day-ahead market with the intraday market as a reference for a § 24

EEG situation would for example reduce the revenue risks but possibly increase

the management risks. It is therefore necessary to estimate which impacts re-

sulting from § 24 EEG are weighted more strongly and how this weighting may

change over time. The relevance of the identified negative impacts of § 24 EEG

is also connected to the installations which are affected.

Against the background of the above-mentioned negative impacts of § 24 EEG

the meaningfulness of this regulation is questionable.

Abolishing § 24 EEG is discussed as a first policy option.
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• Abolishing § 24 EEG

In addition to this option which needs to be clarified on the level of European

law, further options are discussed as to how the guidelines of the EU Commis-

sion could be implemented (alternatively) in Germany. The options in relation to

the above-mentioned impacts which the consortium considered to be most im-

portant are outlined in this chapter and then evaluated in the following chapter.

In order to avoid the risk premiums which result from the uncertainty of the fre-

quency of the negative prices it is sensible to compensate losses in revenue.

The type of compensation could differ:

• Compensation solution

o Direct compensation analog to feed-in management

o Quantative quota at the end of the support period

In order to avoid the described management risk and the efficiency risks con-

nected to this it is recommended to introduce bids at EPEX-Spot which are spe-

cially tailored to § 24 EEG. The costs of expanding renewable energies would

not be increased by additional risk premiums which would also remain relevant

in case of tenders. In addition it is possible to link the compensation to the con-

ditional bids, which could simplify the proof concerning the claim to compensa-

tion payment.

• Conditional bids at EPEX-Spot

An alternative option to introducing conditional bids at EPEX-Spot is coupling

the day-ahead market and the intraday market as a reference to entering a § 24

EEG situation.

• Incorporating the intraday market as a reference

o Coupling the day-ahead and the intraday market each with a 6h-

block of negative prices

o Coupling the day-ahead and the intraday market each with a 1h

block of negative prices

o Intraday as the only reference
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Another option is the deputy option when only installations marketed by trans-

mission system operators are curtailed in a § 24 EEG situation (on behalf of all

installations)22.

• Deputy option

5.1 Abolishing § 24 EEG

The current regulation does not have any benefit for the system from the per-

spective of energy efficient use and results in negative impacts on the costs for

reaching the targets on renewable energy. It increases the management risks

for marketers and the revenue risks for project developers and weakens an effi-

cient price signal in the medium term.

For this reason it should be considered to completely abolish § 24 EEG, even if

this option appears to be challenging in view of the obviously not well thought

through and therefore not targeted EU guidelines on state aid. These guide-

lines, however, do apply.

5.2 Compensation payments

One possibility to limit risks for power plant operators and investors which result

from § 24 EEG are payments to compensate losses of revenue in a § 24 EEG

situation. This is intended to reduce investment risks.

In this study the following variations of compensation payments are considered:

• Variant 1: The regulator or TSO forecasts the losses in revenue connect-

ed to § 24 EEG ex ante and integrates them into the market premium

which is to be granted.

• Variant 2: In the monthly premium statement the market premiums which

have not been paid out are allocated to the hours during which no § 24

situations occurred so that the market premium increases accordingly.

22
In the last few weeks it has also been debated whether to simplify the operational implemen-

tation of 24 EEG by carrying out a second auction in a § 24 situation in which the installations

affected by § 24 EEG are excluded. To our knowledge EPEX Spot and some of the market

participants do not consider a second auction to deal with § 24 situations in Germany within

the framework of market coupling to be practicable.This is due to lack of time. Therefore this

option is not considered in the following.
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• Variant 3: In a § 24 situation compensation is granted analog to the feed-

in management under § 15 EEG.

As such compensation solutions initially have no impact on the operational im-

plementation for marketers of RE installations conditional bids should be intro-

duced in addition to compensation payments.

5.3 Compensation above quantity quota

Another possibility to compensate losses of revenue resulting from § 24 EEG

are so-called quantative quotas. This alternative intends that those quantities

which have not been granted support in a § 24 EEG situation are added on to

the support period in the form of “quantity equivalent“. This proposal is similar to

the global management model chosen in Denmark. For further consideration a

distinction between two variants has to be made:

• Variant 1: The installation feeds in but the market premium is not paid

during the entire time period, which is affected by § 24 EEG, of at least 6

consecutive hours. The compensation is intended to make up for losses

of revenue when the market premium has not been paid.

• Variant 2: The installation reduces its output and the right to compensa-

tion does not apply. The compensation is determined for losses of reve-

nue when the output has been curtailed.

5.4 Conditional bids at EPEX-Spot

The introduction of conditional bids is a policy option to limit the management

risks. By its own account EPEX Spot is currently investigating conditional bids

for installations affected by § 24 EEG. Even today it is in principle possible to

submit complex conditional bids on the electricity exchange (e.g. “Linked block

orders“ or “Flexible block orders“ on the Nord Pool Spot). Also the § 24 EEG

situation could be illustrated by conditional bids which are yet to be created. If

only the bids and therefore the price are adjusted in the sixth hour the bid could

comprise the following condition:

“Accept the bids x, y, z only (e.g. amounting to the negative market premium), if

not all prices during the time period 1-6 or 2-7 or ... are less than zero. “

or

“Offer the same quantity at 0€/MWh, if all prices during the time period 1-6 or 2-

7 or … less than zero. “
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The occurrence of a § 24 EEG situation would be established within the market

clearing and could then be used as a basis for compensation. After a first calcu-

lation the resulting changes of the market-clearing-algorithm appear to be work-

able. Thus at least there is the possibility that the operational difficulties and

management risks for marketers affected by § 24 EEG could be reduced.

5.5 Additional coupling of § 24 EEG to the intraday market

The Guidelines on State Aid for the Environment and Energy stipulate that the

operators of RE installations are no longer allowed to have an incentive “to pro-

duce electricity at negative prices“ (Rn. 124 lit. c) UEBLL). The current terms of

§ 24 EEG provide that the market premium for new installations is not paid out

beyond a certain de minimis limit if “the value of the hourly contracts for the

price zone Germany/Austria at the electricity market EPEX SE is negative for at

least six consecutive hours“. There are strong arguments for interpreting this to

solely relate this to the day-ahead market of the EPEX Spot SE. However, only

the combination of day-ahead and intraday market shows the complete picture

of production, so that it may be considered in the framework of the § 24 EEG to

regard both the day-ahead as well as the intraday market as reference mar-

kets23.

For this policy option a distinction between two variants has to be made:

• Variant 1 – Individual hours are considered on the intraday market: For

this variant support is not granted when the value of the hourly contracts

on the day-ahead market is negative in 6 consecutive hours and in indi-

vidual hours on the intraday market.

• Variant 2 – Six hour interval: Support is not granted when negative prices

occur in 6 consecutive hours on the day-ahead market and the intraday

market.

To be noted is that for both variants conditional bids on the day-ahead market in

the case of a coupling would not completely reflect the § 24 case, since an oc-

currence of a § 24 situation would also depend on the market results on the in-

traday market.

23
For a legal assessment see Section 6.4.
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5.6 Intraday market as a reference market

Another policy option is to define the intraday market as a reference for

§ 24 EEG instead of the day-ahead market. This would make it easier to keep

track of price developments and thus the development of the number of nega-

tive prices. Therefore this policy option aims to simplify the policy strategies of

marketers and to reduce the risk associated with § 24 EEG.

Due to continuous trading there is no uniform hourly rate on the intraday mar-

ket. It therefore has to defined when and how the reference price for a

§ 24 EEG situation is measured. Furthermore, it is not practicable to introduce

conditional bids for intraday trading.

5.7 Deputy option

Another option to reduce the impacts of § 24 EEG on the majority of plant oper-

ators and direct marketers is to introduce a so-called deputy option. In a

§ 24 EEG situation it intends to only curtail those power plants which are mar-

keted by transmission net operators instead of all power plants which come un-

der § 24 EEG as is currently the case. Depending on whether conditional bids

are available different variants of the terms of a deputy option are feasible:24

• Variant 1: The TSO submit conditional bids. If a § 24 EEG situation oc-

curs the installations are

a) curtailed in each sixth hour.

b) curtailed for the entire time period.

• Variant 2: The TSO always offer those RE installations they market at

0 €/MWh.

• Variant 3: The TSO market the electricity under § 59 EEG (in connection

with the Ordinance on a Nationwide Equalisation Scheme) as before and

curtail the installations in a § 24 EEG situation. This option only makes

sense if the intraday market is the reference market.

24
The variant of the terms that when a § 24 situation occurs a second auction is run is not con-

sidered in this study. This is due to the above-mentioned difficulties when running a second

auction.
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5.8 Conclusion on policy options

The policy options mentioned above address the negative impacts of the cur-

rent regulation under § 24 EEG identified in the preceding paragraphs. They

can be summarised in four key areas, i.e. undesired behavioural adjustment

(curtailment), additional revenue risks and losses of revenue, additional man-

agement risks and distortions of the market price signal.

In most cases the policy options address several problem areas. Abolishing

§ 24 EEG would affect all areas, compensation solutions on the other hand pri-

marily revenue risks and losses of revenue. The other options which intend

coupling the day-ahead and intraday markets address behavioural adjustments

which at the same time have negative impacts on management risks and main-

taining an undistorted price signal. A combination of options is to address sev-

eral areas. Coupling compensation measures with conditional bids also tackles

the management risk which at the same time has impacts on possible behav-

ioural adjustments. When coupling different measures management risks can

be addressed by considering individual hours instead of a 6 hour period.
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6 Assessing the options and recommendations

In the following, the alternative options presented in the previous chapter are

assessed concerning their suitability to avoid or at least reduce the identified

negative impacts of the current regulation under § 24 EEG. The following as-

sessment criteria are employed to do so:

1. Impacts on the objectives of the Energiewende and the efficiency of
the power market
This criterion assesses the impacts of the alternative options on the ex-
pansion and generation of RE installations and therefore on the attainment
of the RE expansion targets. In addition, the repercussions on other
measures needed for the Energiewende are assessed, such as the crea-
tion of efficient markets and the related efficient integration of supply-side
and demand-side flexibility.

2. Impacts on the revenue risks and financing risks of the affected new
installations
Particular attention is paid to the impacts of § 24 EEG on the economic ef-
ficiency and the financing risks of new RE installations. This is done by
addressing possible changes in revenue streams and their impacts on the
one hand, as well as the suitability of the approach to reduce additional
risk premiums, on the other hand.

3. Impacts on the level of support costs
Apart from impacts on prices at the energy exchange and therefore on
market premiums, there may also be impacts on the level of support costs
and therefore on the EEG surcharge. In addition, the level of the market
premium may have to be determined differently than before (for example
by considering intraday prices). This criterion is added to the criterion of
revenue and financing risks.

4. Complexity of implementing the proposed solution
Another criterion is to what extent the proposed solution is operationally
feasible for plant operators and marketers. This includes possibly having
to provide evidence in the case of compensation models, especially the
definition of a counterfactual scenario. In addition - where relevant - it is
also assessed which negative impacts result from the proposal for grid
operation and management

Conformity with the EEG 2014
It is discussed how the proposed solutions are compatible with the EEG,
especially with § 24 and to what extent changes have to be made.
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The options are assessed using the individual criteria but also – as far as possi-

ble and reasonable – by combining several criteria. Individual criteria are

weighted differently when doing so. Priority is given to the criteria to achieve the

Energiewende’s objectives and, closely linked to this, the impacts on support

costs. The support costs are strongly influenced by the financing conditions and

the risks for new construction projects.

The assessment with regard to the individual criteria appears below for the al-

ternative options described in Chapter 5. The objective is to identify the respec-

tively most reasonable and practicable alternatives for the short and long term

by weighing up the assessment criteria.

6.1 Abolishing § 24 EEG

Completely abolishing § 24 EEG would address all the negative impacts of the

current regulation because it would avoid unwanted marketing adjustments. At

the same time, the revenue risks or losses of revenue and operating risks for

new installations would disappear. In addition, the price signal sent by the pow-

er markets would not be distorted. Against this backdrop, this option is recom-

mended as the best solution.

Meeting the Energiewende’s objectives and efficiency of the power market

Analysing the impacts of the current regulation has shown that the expansion

targets are probably less efficiently achieved under the present law.

To achieve the planned expansion targets or volume targets, additional installa-

tions would have to be built in the future if the current regulation were kept in

order to compensate for the curtailed volumes. At the same time, the potential

revenue risks result in additional financing costs that make it more expensive to

achieve specific RE volume targets.

Both these negative impacts are avoided by abolishing § 24 EEG. This would

also efficiently fulfil the criterion of “Meeting the objectives of the Ener-

giewende”. The market premium model already offers an incentive for direct

marketers to lower the output of installations in the case of negative market

prices, in other words to feed in power more closely in line with demand. This

ensures the most complete possible generation of RE generation, which is only

reduced if the negative market prices completely compensate the market pre-
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miums paid. This takes the green value of the generation into account and at

the same time avoids strongly negative prices.

The revenue risks being discussed for the current regulation would no longer

exist if this were abolished and there would be adjustable incentives for greater

flexibility of the whole system via negative prices up to the level of the approxi-

mate value of the “green kWh”.

In the medium term, there is still an efficient electricity price signal because no

distortion between the day-ahead market and the intraday market results if larg-

er generation volumes were affected by § 24 EEG otherwise.

Reduction of revenue risks and impacts on the costs of financing

Only if § 24 EEG situations occur is there the possibility of revenue risks and

perhaps also actual losses of revenue. Because of these revenue risks, there

will probably be risk premiums when financing projects which are also relevant

in the calls for tender. Adding in the costs of these risks makes the expansion

targets more expensive to achieve economically, even if from the aspect of

business management the economic efficiency of the individual projects within

calls can still be guaranteed in the future. Due to the possible losses of revenue

because market premiums are not paid during periods with negative electricity

prices, there are impacts on the projects’ cash flow that are of key importance

when assessing project risks and for financing. The associated risk cannot be

properly addressed by the plant operators because the occurrence of negative

prices is heavily dependent on the diffusion of other flexibility options. Within

calls for tenders, there is the additional risk that those actors will be successful

who have the lowest risk estimations concerning § 24 EEG and not the actors

with the most cost-efficient projects. In the medium term this can also result in a

delay and possibly also an increase in the cost of RE expansion.

The aforementioned risks are erased by abolishing § 24 EEG and therefore a

more cost-efficient expansion of RE can be achieved.

Level of support costs

Due to the uncertainties about revenue and possible additional curtailment, it

can be expected that the costs for promoting RE increase due to risk premiums.

Furthermore, in order to achieve the given RE volume targets, additional gener-

ation plants would be necessary that also cause additional costs.
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It is true that curtailing plants has impacts on the spot market price and might

even result in an increased market value of the remaining RE energies. Howev-

er, this is partially offset by the additional expansion, so that hardly any § 24

EEG support costs can be saved due to a higher market value. In total, there-

fore, a rise in support costs can be expected under the current regulation.

These additional costs can be saved by abolishing § 24 EEG.

Complexity of implementation

One of the main negative impacts of the current regulation is the operating risk

for the direct marketer. If § 24 EEG were abolished, the additional marketing

complexity and uncertainty would disappear.

Interim conclusion

Completely abolishing § 24 EEG would comprehensively address the negative

impacts of the current regulation and erase these so that this option is recom-

mended as the best solution. Contrary to the estimation of the guidelines on

state aid, it is the view of the experts that negative prices are an efficient alloca-

tion signal to ensure efficient power station dispatch in a dynamic analysis and

to meet the goal of renewable expansion in an efficient way.

6.2 Compensation solutions

If § 24 EEG cannot be abolished in the short term, policy options which also

address negative impacts of the current regulation regarding revenue risks or

losses of revenue should be implemented. Compensating possible losses of

revenue is an adaptable policy option which at the same time also partially ad-

dresses management risks. However, due to compensation behaviour adapta-

tions remain and the incentives to make the price signal more flexible are

weakened as in the case of compensation negative prices do no longer occur.

To attain the RE expansion targets it is necessary to continue expanding RE

significantly in the medium term which requires large investments. Risks on the

revenue side and losses of revenue which result from negative market prices

and § 24 EEG could be reduced by compensating losses of revenue. Particular-

ly in view of the situation regarding calls for tender it is necessary to differentiate

between:
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• Losses of revenue as a consequence of § 24 EEG (can - with corre-

sponding risk premiums - be priced into tenders and are in general no

fundamental problem for financing)

• Uncertainties about the amount of losses of revenue (pose an unproduc-

tive risk which actors cannot suitably address)

The benefit of a compensation solution is therefore not primarily that the losses

of revenue are compensated but particularly the fact that operators are exempt

from the risks regarding the amount of revenue losses. If plant operators are

compensated for lost revenues in § 24 situations then the only positive welfare

effect imaginable of § 24 EEG, which can occur in a very narrow static perspec-

tive, is also lost (cf. paragraph 4.1) This shows the absurdity of § 24 EEG yet

again. In this respect a compensation solution would only be recommendable if

§ 24 EEG was abolished and not replaced as the authors of this report favour.

It, does, however, not seem possible to implement this.

A possible policy option is to compensate the losses of revenue either directly

or as a quantitative quota which is added to the end of the support period.

6.2.1 Compensation through direct indemnities

Three options of implementing compensation as indemnities which are paid out

promptly to power plant operators are possible:

• Adjusting the market premium (option 1:ex ante or option 2: ex post)

• Direct indemnity analog to feed-in management (option 3)

In all cases the energy amount which can be produced in theory has to be de-

termined and certified.

Meeting the objectives of the Energiewende

Due to the requirement that compensation can only be paid for approved, cur-

tailed amounts, this option means that the maximum possible production vol-

ume from RE would not be fed into the electricity grid To achieve prescribed RE

targets, additional RE plants would thus be necessary - similarly to compensa-

tion concerning volume quotas at the end of the support period. This leads to an

increased cost of the expansion due to additional RE production plants, which

are necessary in order to achieve RE targets and insofar is to be rejected as the
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inferior solution from the energy management perspective compared to the

complete abolishing of § 24 EEG.

Through direct compensation of possible revenue losses, revenue risks in par-

ticular are reduced and thus also, however, risk surcharges in the project fi-

nancing, which may have a cost-reducing impact on further RE expansion.

Negative impacts on the financing costs would thus be significantly reduced.

The efficacy depends here on the precise match of the compensation level as

well as the sum of compensation payments.

The assessment as to whether reasonable incentives for a greater flexibility

from the energy management viewpoint are lost depends in this option very

greatly on the operational implementation. For efficiently addressing manage-

ment risks, the introduction of conditional bids at the EPEX-Spot is recom-

mended as an important step for this option (see also Section 6.3). Thus the

possibility is created that only those precise necessary amounts are curtailed for

avoiding § 24 EEG. If curtailment only takes place in the 6th hour, negative im-

pacts in the form of fewer price spreads and flexibility incentives would be great-

ly limited. In a limitation of the feed-in from new plants in § 24 cases to the

whole 6 hour period, an increase of the market prices over a significantly longer

period would take place. Thus negative impacts on possible flexibility incentives

would also be significantly greater.

Reduction of revenue risks and impacts on financing costs

A prompt compensation of revenue losses would significantly reduce the reve-

nue risks for the financer and also avoid possible liquidity risks as they could

occur in compensation via an additional volume contingent at the end of the

support period. Thus this measure seems the best suited, in addition to the

basic avoidance of negative spot market prices or resp. the abolition of § 24

EEG, for avoiding risk premiums in the financing of RE projects.

The individual variants, as to how compensation is determined, differ in their

accuracy for individual plants. A flat-rate compensation (Var. 1/2) could be de-

termined without greater effort. For a definite determination of curtailed amounts

(Var. 3) a greater effort for the accounting would be necessary for the plant op-

erators and the grid operators.
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Level of support costs

Through a price increase in a §24 case it is possible that the reference market

value also increases. Thus the market revenues of non-curtailed plants increase

while at the same time the market premium decreases. In this way the EEG

transfer system is relieved and a cost-sinking effect occurs. The increased mar-

ket value would also reduce the costs for the marketing of EEG volumes

through the TSOs.

The compensation payments would on the other hand initially burden the EEG

transfer However, plants which receive a compensation payment would not

simultaneously receive a market premium. Therefore in an assumed cost-

neutral form of compensation at the level of the market premium no additional

burden on the EEG transfer should result.

Through possible curtailments however, additional production volumes are nec-

essary in order to achieve RE expansion targets. According to the extent of the

curtailment additional costs can thus arise, which in total increase the support

costs. Thus also in the case of neglecting additional risk premiums on the in-

vestment, an increase of support costs would have to be taken into account.

When considering risk premiums which occur in reality, § 24 EEG has the effect

of a further increase of support costs, the amount depends however on the de-

tailed risk assessment of the financer.

Complexity of implementation

The complexity of implementation concerns especially the determining and ap-

proval of curtailed amounts and the differentiation of whether amounts were

curtailed on the basis of § 24 EEG or in the framework of usual strategies within

the market premium.

To reduce management risks the introduction of conditional bids (see Section

6.3) is recommended for this compensation solution. Only in this way can mis-

calculations of the direct marketer be avoided. Conditional bids also allow the

compensation to be coupled to the occurrence of this case. Thus is would be

possible to avoid incurrence of negative prices and at the same time to clearly

identify compensation cases.

Without conditional bids the basis for compensation payment is complex to de-

fine, if marketers also sell intraday volumes and only know in hindsight whether

a § 24 case has occurred. In this case a direct compensation with negative
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prices already in the 1st hour seems suitable in order to lessen management

risks.

Finally, in the framework of this suggestion for a solution problems for grid

management and grid operation could result due to a possible regionally con-

centrated curtailing of RE plants. In addition, new agreements between market-

ers and RE plant operators are necessary, which schedule the curtailment of

plants in the § 24 case.

Interim conclusion

A prompt compensation solution which if possible should be linked with an in-

troduction of conditional bids at the EPEX-Spot, would be the best possible way

to address the negative effects of § 24 EEG, if § 24 EEG continues to exist.

Thus the management risks in the implementation of the compensation solution

would be significantly reduced. If the introduction of conditional bids is not pos-

sible, then compensation directly from the first hour is considered appropriate in

order to avoid management risks and in order not to cause any distortion be-

tween the day-ahead and intraday markt (see Section 4.5).
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6.2.2 Volume quota at the end of the support period

Basically, there are the two possibilities described in the previous chapter for

designing a volume quota.

• Variant 1: Feed-in of plants in periods with negative prices under

§ 24 EEG; loss of revenue results from the cancelled market premium.

• Variant 2: Curtailing plants in periods with negative prices under

§ 24 EEG; loss of revenue results from curtailment.

Meeting the objectives of the Energiewende

For the assessment using the criterion “Meeting the objectives of the Ener-

giewende”, the two variants differ in that a curtailment of the plants is necessary

in Variant 2 to be eligible to receive compensation. It is therefore more difficult

to reach a specific volume of electricity from RE (RE volume target) in this case

than in the case of compensation for the cancelled market premium payment,

where curtailment is not a prerequisite for compensation. If compensation is

frequently claimed, then effectively more RE plants are necessary to meet the

RE volume targets. This would increase the costs for the Energiewende and is

to be rejected from an energy-economic perspective. If compensation is not

linked to mandatory curtailing of the plant (Variant 1), this is more likely to

achieve the maximum possible feed-in of power from RE.

A second effect is that there may be repercussions on electricity prices from

curtailing renewable generation plants. If these rise substantially during periods

of previously negative prices, the incentives for additional flexibility are reduced.

From an energy-economic viewpoint, however, stronger incentives for flexibility

are useful and necessary so that Variant 1 is to be preferred to Variant 2 re-

garding the criterion “Meeting the objectives of the Energiewende”.

Reduction of revenue risks and impacts on financing costs

An additional volume quota at the end of the support period initially raises the

guaranteed revenue that a plant can realize and reduces revenue risks as a

result. However, the effectiveness of this option is limited because of the loss of

interest due to postponing revenues to the end of the support period. However,

even more critical than the loss of interest is the influence on the cash flow of a

project. The possible loss of revenue during the first few years of the project’s

financing term can negatively affect the liquidity of the project which can lead to
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risk surcharges being added to its financing. This increase in the price of bor-

rowing capital may also lead to project developers looking for financing con-

cepts with higher equity shares. The liquidity risk is then borne by the equity

providers. Against this background, compensation options that lengthen the

support period should be assessed as worse than options offering prompt com-

pensation (see next section as well).

Level of support costs

It is highly likely that spot market prices increase in the hours that plants are

curtailed in a § 24 EEG case. This would raise the market value of plants not

curtailed and lower the market premium to be paid or increase the marketing

revenue of the TNOs for not directly marketed plants. The delay in support ini-

tially has a cost-reducing effect on support costs.

However, in spite of a certain compensation of the revenue risks, it is expected

that risk surcharges would occur for RE projects, especially if these are exter-

nally financed, which would make it more expensive to continue RE expansion

and achieve the RE volume targets. Curtailing plants means that additional RE

plants are necessary to reach the RE expansion targets. This also results in

rising costs. Therefore it is expected that the cost-sinking effects would be over-

compensated and higher support costs would result than for abolishing § 24

EEG. Due to the revenue risks that continue to exist within the project financing

period, higher support costs are expected than in the case of prompt compen-

sation.

Complexity of implementation

Implementation is comparatively easy in the case that compensation is not at-

tached to curtailing the plant (Variant 1). Compensation is paid if a 6h period

occurs. The volume quota is derived from the actual feed-in in the period under

review. Certifying the volumes is not necessary in this case. Neither do direct

marketers have to predict the occurrence of at least 6 consecutive hours with

negative prices. Implementation is therefore straightforward.

In Variant 2, curtailing the plant is the prerequisite for compensation. Certifying

the volumes could be done, e.g. by anauditor. Situations in which 6h periods

are avoided by curtailing plants have to be regulated in detail. If the occurrence

of 6h periods is used as a prerequisite for compensation, these plants would be

at a disadvantage in terms of compensation, even though they have avoided

negative prices by their actions. It should be examined here whether curtailed
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plants that bid 0 €/MWh on the market also receive compensation. When certi-

fying the volumes in this variant, it must be taken into account which share can

actually be attributed to § 24 EEG or to regular action within the market premi-

um. For this variant, it is also recommended to introduce conditional bids on

EPEX-Spot to reduce operating risks. This can be used simultaneously to clear-

ly identify compensation cases. In a coupling to conditional bids, a compensa-

tion from the “pulling” of the conditional bid would result. Without conditional

bids the level of the bid could serve for a differentiation between curtailments

caused by § 24 EEG and regular curtailments in the framework of the market

premium (bids = 0 €MWh serve as “§ 24 case” and bids <0 serve as “regular

market premium case”.

A flat-rate compensation scheme is also conceivable to avoid having to check

individual cases for the actual volumes that are curtailed and the volumes that

are to be attributed to § 24 EEG. A flat-rate volume quota would then be allo-

cated to all plants which would also mean that individual plants are perhaps

over- or undercompensated.

Switching off plants could also have negative effects for grid control and grid

operation, especially if disconnections are concentrated on individual regions,

for example in North or East Germany. This effect can be further enhanced if

direct marketers do not adjust their day-ahead bids. Depending on the market-

ing strategy (see 4.2), if substantial adjustments are made on the intraday mar-

ket, there may be significant regional changes in the power stations used that

also lead to an altered network load.

In addition, the operating permit of many plants is currently limited to a 20-year

support period. If plants with a limited operating permit are operated beyond the

20-year limit due to adding on the curtailed volumes at the end, it would be nec-

essary to reassess and check them before continuing operation.

And finally, new agreements between marketers and RE plant operators are

necessary in Variant 2, which schedule the curtailment of the plants in § 24

cases.

Legal conformity with EEG

The EEG would have to be altered to implement this because so far no com-

pensation is planned for § 24 cases. In this context, the procedures used to cer-

tify volumes, the level and extent of possible compensation and the maximum

support periods would have to be redefined
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Interim conclusion

A volume quota as compensation is estimated to be less effective than prompt

compensation because of the revenue risks remaining during the project’s fi-

nancing period. The only legally realizable option at present is compensation

with a volume quota that actually obliges curtailing the plants. To enable unam-

biguous identification of compensation cases, the introduction of conditional

bids is also recommended for the option compensation using a volume quota.

6.3 Introducing conditional bids

Introducing conditional bids is recommended as a measure to implement com-

pensation solutions. This applies to direct compensation as well as to compen-

sation through a quantitative quota. Conditional bids are also helpful for the oth-

er policy options as discussed above to minimise management risks. Therefore

this measure is briefly explained below.

Operational implementation at the EPEX spot through conditional bids:

Direct marketers have difficulties in operationally implementing the current regu-

lation under § 24 EEG. This problem is also relevant in the context of different

proposed solutions as direct marketers have to anticipate when negative prices

might occur while determining their bidding strategy and when it might be sen-

sible to adjust the bidding behaviour.

One solution could be that EPEX spot offers conditional bids for those installa-

tions which are affected by § 24 EEG. Introducing conditional bids would also

make the strategy for action adopted by marketers far less complex. The occur-

rence of a § 24 EEG situation would be determined within the market clearing.

Those installations which are affected by § 24 EEG receive no or a pro rata al-

lotment so that the market price would increase to 0€/MWh. Therefore, as the

existence of a § 24 EEG situation would no longer be recognisable from the

market price, the market results would have to indicate which bids would be

reduced by which amount so that an appropriate compensation can be granted

(see paragraph 6.2).
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Functionality of conditional bids for dealing with § 24 EEG

Conditional bids for dealing with § 24 EEG would explicitly address the man-

agement risks associated with § 24 EEG, i.e. the risk of a wrong prediction by a

market participant concerning the occurrence of a § 24 case. The conditional

bid is in this case a special bid format by the electricity exchange.

A large majority of the bids which are made for the day-ahead market auction at

the electricity exchange by the market participants are divisible hour bids, i.e.

bids, with which a supplier offers a certain volume of electricity at a certain min-

imum price for one of the 24 hours of the next day (the representation given at

this point is exclusively for the supplier’s side, but can be used analogously for

the consumer side). If the market price is higher than the minimum price, the bid

is carried out completely, i.e. the whole offer is accepted and the volume has to

be delivered by the supplier. If the market price is the same as the minimum

price, then the bid will be accepted wholly, not at all or only in part (thus “divisi-

ble” hour bids. At a price under the minimum the bid will be completely rejected.

As well as this simplest type of bid the electricity exchange also offers market

participants more complex types of bid. These couple the implementation of the

bid to further conditions than the simple condition with the divisible hours bids.

Thus these are termed conditional bids. Since in the day-ahead market auction

the acceptance of the bid is simultaneously ascertained for the complete 24

hours of the following day, these conditions can be formulated also as time

coupling, i.e. as concerning several hours. One condition might be, for example,

that a certain volume of x MWh/h is to be accepted in several hours at the same

time and in all hours (in the case of a partial acceptance) at the same level. In-

stead of an hourly minimum price then e.g. a minimum average price can be

placed for the coupled hours in the bid. Then it is unimportant whether the mar-

ket price for an individual hour is below the market price, as long as it is above it

in other hours and on average the minimum average price is at least attained.

The market participants are also given the possibility of coupling individual bids

with each other. This means that a bid can only then be implemented if another

bid is also implemented.

With reference to § 24 EEG – based on the concrete bidding format, i.e. creat-

ing a new one according to the defined conditions – a bid would now be con-

ceivable, where the market participants could explicitly represent the rational bid

strategy they wish for. Market participants would thus say at what minimum

price they would offer what volume in the individual hours of the following day.
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This part of the bid would correspond to the bids that the market participant

would make on the day-ahead market without § 24 EEG. The implementation of

this bid is then attached to the condition that the respective hours do not lie in

an at least 6 hours long interval of negative prices. Otherwise the minimum

price for these hours should increase to 0€/MWh. The volume can also be ac-

cepted only partially. The exchange algorithm can determine endogenously

when ascertaining the bid acceptances whether the acceptance of this and oth-

er bids of the same type results in such an interval occurring with negative pric-

es. Within the algorithm these bids would then be “automatically” treated as bids

at a price of 0€/MWh and accordingly accepted to the thus resulting market

price (partially) or resp. or if necessary, rejected. The partial acceptance would

then correspond to the usual rules of pro rata allocation.

There might be legal doubts about implicit bids which provide for modified mar-

keting just in one hour as the related bidding behaviour could possibly be inter-

preted as implicit collusion. If this implicit collusion is not tolerated conditional

bids of the installations affected by § 24 EEG would have to relate for example

to all situations with negative prices.

In the context of European market coupling these bids would have to be repre-

sented in the EPEX spot market coupling algorithm (EUPHEMIA). EPEX spot is

currently investigating to what extent respective bids can be integrated into the

market clearing algorithm. The investigation is still ongoing. According to EPEX

spot implementation would be possible in the first half of 2016, provided there

are no problems (Status 22 July 2015).

As even today the market coupling algorithm intends that not all participating

stock exchanges offer the same type of bid, there are no fundamental obstacles

in the way of introducing conditional bids (cf. APX, BELPX, EPEX Spot, GME,

NordPool Spot, OMIE, OTE 2013)). However, it has to be considered that con-

ditional bids/block bids (strongly) increase the complexity of the optimisation

challenge to be resolved in the market coupling algorithm. The type of bid out-

lined above is a particularly complex form of a conditional bid. On the other

hand it has to be taken into account that due to the highly demanding challenge

of conditional bids for the market coupling algorithm the surcharge would have

to be given on the basis of heuristics. For dealers there is the danger that they

receive “suboptimal“ surcharges, i.e. do not receive a surcharge although there

would not have been a § 24 situation. Moreover, conditional bids cannot com-

pletely avoid the risk of miscalculations either.
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In addition, a solution for an appropriate pro rata allocation would have to be

found for such cases when only some of the installations affected by § 24 EEG

would have to be curtailed. This procedure could be aligned to the intended pro

rata allocation in the EUPHEMIA market coupling algorithm for bids which are

“in the money“ (cf (APX, BELPX, EPEX Spot, GME, NordPool Spot, OMIE, OTE

2014) and (APX, BELPX, EPEX Spot, GME, NordPool Spot, OMIE, OTE

2013)).

Interim conclusion

The introduction of § 24 EEG results in additional management risks as direct

marketers only know in hindsight whether a § 24 EEG situation has occurred.

This management risk can be reduced or almost be avoided by introducing

conditional risks at the EPEX spot. At the same time it provides the possibility to

realise compensation for possible losses of revenue as compensation cases

can be clearly identified. The introduction of compensation payments should

therefore be combined with conditional bids. Furthermore, conditional bids are

also an appropriate instrument if compensation is not paid.

6.4 Solutions related to the intraday market

6.4.1 Coupling the day-ahead and intraday market

This policy option addresses particularly the negative impacts of the current

regulation that feed-in from renewable energies is already curtailed at a market

price of just below 0 €/MWh on the day-ahead market although positive elec-

tricity prices can occur on the intraday market. In order to avoid these behav-

ioural adaptations which lead to reduced RE feed-in and increase the costs of

reaching the expansion targets in addition to the connection to the day-ahead

market, a connection to the intraday market could be made. A distinction has to

be made between two variants:

• Variant 1: 6h period with negative prices occurs on the day-ahead and at

the same time 6h period intraday

• Variant 2: 6h period with negative prices day-ahead and 1h period intra-

day respectively, market premium does not apply for this hour only

Variant 2 aims primarily at reducing management risks. If a compensation solu-

tion and conditional bids at EPEX spot are introduced coupling with the Intraday
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market is not recommended due to negative impacts on the management risks

and the possible distortion of the price signal between the day-ahead and the

intraday market. This coupling is particularly relevant if a compensation solution

which is particularly relevant cannot be realised at all or cannot be realised with

conditional bids.

Achieving the objectives of the Energiewende

Initially it would be appropriate to involve the intraday market as the actual feed-

in situation can be assessed more accurately on the intraday market. This is for

example the case when high volume feed-in is forecast day-ahead and intraday

market low volume feed-in occurs. If this were a § 24 EEG situation which is

connected to a negative price or resp. a curtailment in day-ahead this would not

be taken back in the intraday although in the short term there is a need for en-

ergy which could be fulfilled by RE. Overall in the case of a coupling fewer sit-

uations would occur which are § 24 EEG relevant. This would be particularly the

case for variant 1 which would, however, significantly increase the management

risks. For variant 2 the reduction of the § 24 EEG situation would be less and at

the same time the management risk would be also reduced.

When the intraday market is involved a necessary criterion for the omission of

the market premium is the price on the intraday market. Therefore the impacts

on the equilibrium prices on the day-ahead market would initially be limited. The

only exception would be the case that the direct marketer expects on the previ-

ous day that most probably an average negative price will also occur on the in-

traday market. In this case he can therefore try to influence the day-ahead mar-

ket price for example by a bid of 0€/MWh. This maintains the signalling effect of

negative prices for flexibility needs. In the medium term, however, the efficiency

of the price signal can be weakened if systematic distortions between the day-

ahead and the intraday market occur (Chapter 4.5). A possibility to react to this

in the medium term would be to exclusively to specify it on the intraday market.

Furthermore, the revenue risks in comparison to the status quo are significantly

reduced as the number of hours is significantly reduced during which the market

premium would not be paid when the day-ahead and intraday market are com-

bined. The impacts on the revenues and hence on the profitability of new instal-

lations would be limited and therefore it is not expected that the RE expansion

targets are in jeopardy. Compared to variant 1, for variant 2 where the market

premium does not apply to every hour during which on both the day-ahead and

the intraday markets negative prices have occurred, more hours are affected
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than in the situation that both on the day-ahead and intraday a 6h interval has to

occur. For the operational implementation individual hours in the intraday can

be realised more easily.

Negative impacts on the intraday market would result from the increased will-

ingness to pay by direct marketers of § 24 installations which could result in a

price lowering effect on the intraday market. This would also result in impacts

on the costs and revenues of balancing group managers or direct marketers not

directly affected by § 24 EEG who are involved in cross compensation

schemes/the business of balancing on the intraday market. The increased will-

ingness to pay is due to the direct marketers being prepared to accept negative

prices on the intraday market up to the amount of the negative market premium,

before a curtailment of the plant is an economic option. Thus on the intraday

market significantly negative prices are possible whereas on the day-ahead

market zero prices occur. The possible distortion between the day-ahead and

the intraday market, which can occur in the medium term, has to be assessed

critically.

Negative impacts on the Energiewende may also result from the increasing

complexity for direct marketers.

Reduction of revenue risks and impacts on financing costs

When relating § 24 EEG to the intraday market and the day-ahead market the

frequency of periods with negative prices is reduced. Situations when forecasts

of feed-in have been too high would then not partially result in no-payment of

the market premium when positive market prices occur on the intraday market

due to the missing generation volumes. This leads to less frequent losses of

revenue and therefore reduces the revenue risks for installation operators sig-

nificantly.

Looking at both variants - market premium does not apply for each negative

hour on the intraday market or only when at least 6 hours are negative – has

different impacts on losses of revenue. If the entire period of time on the intra-

day market (variant 1) also has to show negative prices, significantly fewer situ-

ations will occur than in the case that each individual hour with a negative price

on the intraday market (variant 2) results in a loss of the market premium.

Therefore the variant “Looking at the entire 6h period“completely fulfils this crite-

rion and the other variant at least partially. The difficulties for both variants ra-

ther occur for the operational implementation.
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Amount of support costs

By additionally connecting the condition to the intraday market it has to be ex-

pected that the market prices on the day-ahead market only change in rare sit-

uations. Therefore it cannot be assumed that there is an impact on the amount

of the market premium. The positive effect which § 24 EEG has on the reve-

nues of the marketed volumes of the transmission network operators does not

apply.

It may have to be discussed whether by including the intraday trade calculating

the market premium for installations affected by § 24 is appropriate just on the

basis of day-ahead market prices. Especially if in future § 24 EEG affects a rel-

evant share of all RE installations it could be appropriate to determine the mar-

ket premium for installations affected by § 24 EEG also based on intraday mar-

ket prices.

When coupling the two markets particularly the revenue risks would be signifi-

cantly reduced compared to the status quo. This should not have a significant

bearing on the support costs for new installations. It therefore has to be as-

sumed that this interpretation of § 24 EEG could avoid a rise in the EEG-

surcharge. At the same time there would be fewer curtailments of RE feed-in so

that the costs for reaching the RE expansion targets will not rise.

Complexity of implementation

Both interpretations reduce the revenue risk for installation operators, however,

the strategies for action of the direct marketers are far more complex compared

to the day-ahead market as the sole reference. Coupling the two markets does

not worsen the situation of the direct marketers overall compared to an imple-

mentation alternative which only refers to the day-ahead market (at least as

long as the quantity concerned is not sufficient to influence the market price).

The risk would be reduced so that a miscalculation of the direct marketers re-

garding the price development results in additional losses. However, this results

in more complex trading strategies without one being more dominant.

If only the day-ahead market is a reference the marketer knows at the start of

the intraday trade at which price he should take back the call for curtailment for

each individual hour. If at least 6 consecutive hours at the intraday market have

to be negative (variant 1) the marketer knows at the time of the intraday trade

that the entire block was already negative at the day-ahead market, however,

he does not know whether also on the intraday market all six hours will close at

a negative average price. Accordingly he can only assess at the end of the trad-

ing on the intraday market whether it would have been better had he bidded for
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the entire six hours with 0 €/MWh. Compared with the situation which does not

involve the intraday trade this worsens the position of the marketers. On the

other hand, if the six-hour-criterion of the day-ahead auction is complemented

by considering the individual hours in intraday trading (variant 2) the trading

hours are possibly less ambiguous and it would therefore be easier for direct

marketers to realise as the entire six-hour-block would no longer have to be

considered when submitting bids in intraday trading.

An additional complexity for trading operations results if a §24 situation occurs

beyond the daily limit. In these cases no clear bid strategies for hours relevant

to § 24 can be made on the intraday market, since these markets take place on

consecutive days. Thus the results of the day-ahead market on the second day

are not yet known at the time at which the bids of the intraday market on the

first day had to be made.

Involving intraday trading makes both the situation of the marketer and defining

compensation payments, which may have to be paid, more complex. A particu-

lar challenge is that the hourly average prices of the intraday trading operations

are published at a later date, the exercise prices of individual transactions,

however, differ considerably from these average prices on a regular basis. Ac-

cording to the assessors it is very difficult to realise individual compensation

payments. It therefore has to be assumed that if § 24 EEG is interpreted differ-

ently and the criteria are extended to intraday trading, flat-rate compensation

would have to be granted. It depends on each individual case to what extent

such a regulation would compensate or even overcompensate losses of reve-

nue of installation operators and marketers.

Legal conformity with EEG

According to the guidelines of the EU Commission (Rn. 124 lit. c) UEBLL) con-

cerning state aid no market is explicitly mentioned. The individual member

states usually refer to the markets that also serve as the basis for the support

regime. For Germany, this would be the day-ahead market. In the Netherlands,

for example, the intraday market is used.

It is not clear which market § 24 EEG regards as the most significant. This can-

not be deduced clearly from the wording. The formulation “Price zone DE/AT

could advocate a limitation on the day-ahead market. Thus the price zone

DE/AT is an “always” uniform price zone only on the day-ahead market. This

does not apply to auctions on the intraday market at all and the continuing trade

is only possible in a uniform price zone DE/AT as long as a cross border trade

is possible. The formulation “hours contract” also points to the fact that § 24
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EEG regards the day-ahead market as the significant market. No hour contracts

are traded on the intraday market. Here only continual trading in addition to

quarter of an hour auctions takes place.

Also the intent and purpose of § 24 EEG could advocate the day-ahead market

as a reference market. § 24 EEG is aims at having a control effect with the in-

tent that RE production adapts in times of negative prices. A control effect pre-

supposes a temporal control possibility. Such a temporal control possibility is

however more the case on the day-ahead market than on the intraday market,

where the time interval between agreement of the contract and fulfilment of the

contract is usually significantly less.

In addition, Appendix 1 to EEG for the calculation of the monthly market value -

which again is important for the calculation of the market premium – is likewise

devised using “the spot market of the electricity exchange EPEX Spot SE in

Paris for the price zone Germany/Austria” as a reference. In the framework of

Appendix 1 to EEG 2014 it is meanwhile undisputed that the decisive market is

the day-ahead market.

In principle, the day-ahead market plots the generation expected for the next

day, whereas adjustments related to forecast errors are made on the intraday

market. Taken together, therefore, these two provide the most comprehensive

picture of actual generation. Given this, there seems however to be a proper

basis for referring to both markets. In particular, it seems absurd to suspend

support if the prices on the intraday market are still positive. If the regulation is

to be extended on the intraday market, then at least a clarifying amendment is

necessary.

Interim conclusion

Coupling the day-ahead market and the intraday market to determine § 24 EEG

situations is a suitable way of reducing unnecessary adjustments. There would

be significantly fewer cases with negative prices if coupling took place, especial-

ly if on the intraday market it was also referred to at least 6 consecutive hours

with negative prices. This coupling could be considered as a short-term meas-

ure to reduce revenue losses. However, an increased operating risk remains. If

larger volumes are affected by § 24 in the future, distortion will result between

the day-ahead and intraday markets. In view of this, therefore, this option

should only be considered if compensation and the introduction of condition

bids are not implemented.
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6.4.2 Intraday as the reference market

In neighbouring countries like the Netherlands, it has been implemented that

reference is made exclusively to the intraday market. The following assess-

ments of the criteria refer to this option.

Meeting the objectives of the Energiewende

If reference is only made to the intraday market, usually significantly more hours

are affected in which no market premium would be paid than if day-ahead and

intraday market serve as the reference. In this case, additional curtailment can

be expected, so that the criterion “Meeting the objectives of the Energiewende”

is ranked lower in this case. Compared to the current regulation with an exclu-

sive reference to the day-ahead market, the number of hours would probably be

comparable. This would have the effect of making it more costly to achieve the

RE expansion targets.

If reference were made to the intraday market, there would still be an efficient

electricity price signal in the medium term because there would be no distortion

between the day-ahead market and the intraday market.

Reduction of revenue risks and impacts on the costs of financing

There would still be risks to and losses of revenue with a reference to the intra-

day market. Several situations that have led to negative market prices on the

day-ahead market may be omitted on the intraday market. But conversely, situ-

ations that were not relevant on the day-ahead market may be relevant on the

intraday market. Therefore, a substantial reduction in negative hours is not ex-

pected.

Level of support costs

Support costs would probably not change compared to today’s regulation and

would be higher than without § 24 EEG.

Complexity of implementation

The complexity of implementation would be much greater compared to today’s

situation with § 24 EEG, because so far the day-ahead market determines op-

eration. A large share of the planning processes is currently based on the day-
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ahead market. Reference to the intraday market only seems to make sense if

there are greater market distortions between the day-ahead and intraday mar-

ket, which are, however, incited in the medium term by the current regulation in

§ 24 EEG (see Section 0). This would mean that the entire planning process

would operate with shorter lead times. However, this is expected in the medium

term anyway and is reasonable because of the continued increase in fluctuating

generation.

Uncertainties with regard to the operating strategy would be reduced if both the

market premium calculation and § 24 EEG situations made reference to the in-

traday market. Because in this case a large share of RE generation would be

marketed only on the intraday market, this type of implementation would only

make sense and be possible if the planning processes were already corre-

spondingly adapted to this.

Legal conformity with EEG

Generally reference was made to the market, which is the basis for defining the

reference price within the support scheme. If the market premium refers to the

Intraday market for defining the reference price the same should be possible

regarding §24.

Interim conclusion

The current regulation which exclusively refers to the day-ahead market can

lead to a systematic distortion of the day-ahead and the intraday market in the

medium term. Reference to the intraday market dissolves and avoids this distor-

tion. It is a condition, however, that all planning processes, including the calcu-

lation of the market premium, also refer to the intraday market. A short-term

introduction to the intraday market as a reference is therefore not recommend-

ed.

6.5 Deputy option

A deputy option would address the negative impacts of the current regulation

with regard to revenue risks and revenue losses for new plants. In comparison
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to the other options, this option is classified as difficult to implement operational-

ly and therefore not recommended. The discussion of the criteria here is there-

fore heavily abridged compared to the previous options.

When implementing the deputy option, the results for the criteria of meeting the

objectives of the Energiewende are comparable to the case of compensation of

new plants. Under the deputy option, plants would also be curtailed and meet-

ing RE expansion targets would become more expensive. One advantage,

however, would be the reduction of revenue risks for new plants. However,

compensation payments would also have to be paid for the curtailed plants

marketed by TNOs due to protection of legitimate expectations. The legal basis

for this would have to be created.

The operational implementation is particularly critical for this option. On the one

hand, the available portfolios of the TNOs are probably not always sufficient to

definitely avoid 6h periods with negative prices. In particular, there cannot be

sufficient available capacity at TNOs in situations caused by wind. At present,

the transmission network operators market approx. 33 GW of PV power and

approx. 5 GW of wind power. This portfolio usually encompasses small PV

plants and older wind installations, in which it is difficult or not economic to ret-

rofit remote control. The available portfolio is therefore ill-suited for remote con-

trol or would first have to be equipped with the relevant control and communica-

tions technology. This usually concerns existing plants that still have legitimate

expectations, it is not compulsory for them to market directly and therefore they

do not have to comply with § 35 Sentence 1 No. 2 EEG.

Given this background, this option is already not to be recommended as an ap-

propriate course of action to react to negative prices in the future or to reduce

revenue risks for new plants.

Interim conclusion

The deputy option is not recommended as a course of action. The portfolio

marketed by the transmission network operators does not appear sufficient to

avoid negative prices.

6.6 Concluding assessment and recommendation

The negative impacts of the current regulation of § 24 EEG can be completely

avoided if the current regulation is abolished. At the same time it has been
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shown that the regulation will not achieve the desired efficiency increases but

would increase the costs of meeting the RE expansion targets. From an eco-

nomic / energy-efficient point of view it is recommended to completely abolish

§ 24 EEG and adjust the aid guidelines accordingly. The existing instrument of

a market premium does already achieve a response by RE installations when

negative prices occur. In situations of excess production marketers offer nega-

tive prices until negative market revenues compensate the granted support

payments. In this way account is taken of the green characteristic of the gener-

ated electricity. From a dynamic perspective, which also takes the energy-

political objectives of the RE expansion into consideration, negative prices are

an incentive for further flexibilisation and shutting down more conventional en-

ergy generation in times of higher feed-in of renewable energies. Suspending

payment under § 24 EEG creates additional risks for operators of RE installa-

tions to which they cannot respond productively and which therefore would in-

crease the costs of the legally specified expansion of renewable energies un-

necessarily. Against this background it seems sensible to further develop the

aid guidelines which can be discussed during the next few years with the EU

Commission.

The analysis of the other policy options has shown that none is superior for all

criteria. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the individual criteria in order to put

the policy options into order of precedence. Table 6-1 shows a comparative as-

sessment of alternative policy options and options for implementation. Meeting

the aims of the Energiewende and hence avoiding unnecessary financing risks

of further expanding renewable energies is considered as being crucial. This

also includes avoiding market distortions and weakening the pricing signal to

give an incentive for more flexibility.

It is therefore crucial to reduce revenue risks and losses of revenue. However,

revenue risks depend on the further development of the energy system. As

shown in this report, the occurrence of negative prices will be determined par-

ticularly by making the demand side more flexible (possibly also by sector cou-

pling options) and by controllable energy generators as well as the connection

to the neighbouring countries. Compensating losses of revenues is appropriate

to avoid risk premiums which result from the uncertainty about the frequency of

negative prices. For this measure to maintain incentives and pricing signals as

much as possible and in order to identify cases of compensation accurately it is

recommended to introduce conditional bids at EPEX spot. This would not in-

crease the costs of expanding RE by additional risk premiums which would re-

main relevant in the event of tenders. Conditional bids would also reduce man-
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agement risks as direct marketers‘ bidding strategies would be considerably

simplified. EPEX spot is currently investigating the introduction of conditional

bids and the investigation is still ongoing. If no problems occur they could prob-

ably be implemented in the near future. In principle introducing conditional bids

also independently of the question of a compensation solution is a suitable

strategy to make the management of § 24 cases easier for the marketer.

Prompt compensation is advantageous for liquidity reasons so that compensa-

tion payments can effectively reduce risks premiums. Therefore compensation

analog to feed-in management is preferable to an additional volume quota at

the end of the support period. This proposal is neutral regarding support costs

when it is assumed that the compensation payments avoid risk premiums dur-

ing project financing. The administrative work of a compensation solution is as-

sessed as moderate, in particular for the case that conditional bids are possible.

The § 24 situations are to be attested by the auditors and examined by the

TSOs oder BNetzA.

If compensation cannot be implemented in the short term or when conditional

bids cannot be introduced coupling the day ahead and the intraday markets as

a reference market can be considered as a short term interim option. This would

result in very few §24 situations or in the best possible case completely avoid it

which would significantly reduce possible losses of revenue. Coupling the two

markets makes the operational implementation (particularly in view of the bid-

ding strategy and therefore also the management risk). At the same time the

pricing signal between the day ahead and the intraday market is distorted in the

medium term as under the current regulation if § 24 EEG situations occur fre-

quently despite the coupling. Therefore this coupling is only recommended and

only for as long as it is highly probable that due to coupling no or very few § 24

situations occur any more.

In the medium term exclusive coupling to the intraday market would be feasible

to avoid market distortions or damaging the efficiency of the market price signal.

In this case, however, it would be recommendable that the calculation of the

market premium also refers to the intraday market. In addition, particularly the

bidding strategies of the marketers should be more orientated towards the in-

traday market.
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Legend not fulfilled partly fulfilled fulfilled

Tabelle 6–1: Comparative evaluation of alternative policy options

Quantity quota Compensation payments Deputy solution
Additional Intra-

day market
Intra

day as
refer-
ence

Abol-
ishing
§ 24 E

EG

Status quo

V1: no
curtail-

tail-
ment

V2:
curtail-

tail-
ment

V1:
ex ante

V2:
MP

V3:
analog
§ 15
EEG

V1:
cond.
bids

V2: bid
0 €/

MWh

V3:
as

today

V1:
block

V2:
single
hour

V1:
with

cond.
bids

V2: no
cond.
bids

Objectives Ener-
giewende

Revenue risks new
installations

Level of support costs

Com-
plexity

Counter-
factual

Trading Introduction conditional
bids recommended

Others
(grid)

Conformity with EEG
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